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May 19, 1987

The Honorable Michael J. Connolly
Secretary of The Commonwealth
State House
Boston, Massachusetts 021.33

Dear Secretary Connolly:

At the request of the Decennial Census Commission, I hereby
transmit to you the final Report of the Commission determining
and verifying that the number of inhabitants in the City of
Boston on January 1, 1985 was 601,095. Please note that Appendix
E to the Report contains the Commission's determination of the
number of inhabitants in each ward and precinct in the City of
Boston on January 1, 1985.

I shall forward to you shortly a copy of the complete record
of the proceedings before the Commission. The record is
presently being put into bound volume

Very truly yours,

Barry a. White

BBW: p

Enclosure

cc: Commissioner Tunney F. Lee
Commissioner Philip L. Clay
Commissioner John W. Delaney
Commissioner Paul Guzzi
Commissioner Eunice P. Howe
David E. Sullivan, Esq.
Albert W. Wallis, Esq.
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The CommonwealthofMassachusetts
Office of the Secretary of State
Michael J. Connolly, Secretary

[•fay 19, 1987

Mr. Robert MacQueen
Clerk of the House of Representatives
State House, Room 145
Boston, MA 02133

Dear Mr. MacQueen

On October 9, 1986 I submitted to you the results of the 1985
state census, not including results for the city of Boston.

Under article Cl, section 1, as amended by article CIX, of the
Amendments to the Constitution, and under chapter 9, section 7 of the
General Laws, as amended by chapter 681, section 2 of the Acts of
1986, I hereby submit to the General Court the results of the 1985
state census for the city of Boston, as determined by the Decennial
Census Commission. I enclose the final report of the Commission,
dated May 19, 1987, for the information of the General Court; the
census results that I am submitting appear as Appendix E of this
report.

Sincerely, f )

SECRETARY OF STAT/

)t Commontoealti) of ilta£gacf)u£ttt£

MJQ/cj
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TO

May 19, 1987

Chairperson Tunney F. Lee
Commissioner Philip L. Clay
Commissioner John W. Delaney
Commissioner Paul Guzzi
Commissioner Eunice P. Howe

Counsel to the Commission
Barry B. White, Esquire
Timothy G. Caron, Esquire
Foley, Hoag 4 Eliot

THE DECENNIAL CENSUS COMMISSION

THE SECRETARY OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

ON THE

BOSTON DECENNIAL CENSUS OF JANUARY 1, 1985

THE REPORT OF
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On January 7, 1987, Governor Michael S. Dukakis signed into

law Chapter 681 of the Acts of 1986 authorizing him to appoint a

five-person decennial census commission to determine and verify

the January 1, 1985 census for the City of Boston. The

Commission was duly appointed on February 9, 1987. In the past

three months, the Commission and its staff have labored over a

written record nearly two feet thick, have presided over days of

oral testimony, have inspected a warehouse full of census cards,
and have grappled with the problem of how to "determine and

verify" the 1985 census count of the City of Boston.

The Commission accepted its statutory mandate to determine

and verify the census of the City of Boston with a full

appreciation of the importance of the role of the state's

decennial census. The decennial census touches upon the very

essence of the democratic election process in Massachusetts-

equal representation. The census provides the basis for the

General Court's establishment of state senatorial and

representative districts; in Boston, it is used to establish the

districts for election of city councillors. The decennial census

also serves another important function: it is the basis for the

o the cities and towns inallocation of certain state funds

Massachusetts

The Commission is sufficiently concerned about the types of

discrepancies and problems it found in reviewing the City of

Boston's census return that it has included in the report a

recommendation that the state decennial census be abolished and

that the state rely upon the federal decennial census for future

redistricting

The Commission expresses its hope that this will be the

first and last report submitted by a decennial census commission

d verify" a city or town's census returnto "deter

PREFACE
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The Massachusetts Constitution (the "Constitution"), Article

101, Section 1, as amended by Article 109, 1 provides that a

census of all the inhabitants of each city and town in the

Commonwealth must be taken every ten years (in each year ending

in a five). The Constitution also provides that the decennial

census must specify the number of inhabitants of each precinct

and ward of each city.

The statute effectuating this provision of the Constitution

is General Laws, Chapter 9, Section 7. 2 This statute provides

that the state decennial census day will be January 1 of each

census year. The procedures specified in the statute require

that the census be "compiled and reported upon forms provided by

the Secretary [of the Commonwealth] and in accordance with his

instructions." The Secretary of the Commonwealth (the

"Secretary") is given the discretion to "verify any such census

reported to him hereunder, in such manner as he deems advisable"

if any census return has not been "submitted in proper form" or

if the return "contains significant errors," the Secretary has

the statutory power to refuse to accept the submitted return. In

the event of such a refusal, the census return is returned to the

mayor of the city for correction

In early 1985, each city and town in the Commonwealth

conducted a decennial census count of all inhabitants as of

January 1, 1985. The City of Boston (the "City") conducted it
census between approximately January and July of 1985 (Comm'n

INTRODUCTION: THE BACKGROUND TO THE
’ORMATION OF THE DECENNIAL CENSUS COMMISSION

1 See Appendix A.

2 See Appendix B.
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Doc. 31, p. 82). 3 The deadline set by the Secretary for

submission of each city's or town's census figures was January

30, 1986 (Comm’n Doc. 14, p. 1). On February 11, 1986, Boston

Mayor Raymond Flynn submitted census figures for the City, with a

total count of 620,889 broken down into separate counts for each

of the City's 22 wards and 252 precincts (Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh.

1) •

On April 16, 1985, the Secretary, Michael J. Connolly,

rejected the census return submitted by the City. In his letter

to Mayor Flynn (Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh. 5; Comm'n Doc. 7, Exh. A)

the Secretary cited two reasons for rejecting the return. First

the Secretary stated that there was a "substantial discrepancy"

between the City's total reported population (620,889) and the

July 1, 1984 population estimate of the United States Bureau of

the Census of 570,719. Second, the Secretary's staff had

conducted a two-stage audit, consisting of an internal audit and

a field audit, which suggested that the City's census return

contained "statistically significant errors." Accordingly, the

Secretary returned the City’s census return and ordered the City

to submit a corrected census count, consistent with the

Secretary's audit results, within two weeks. The City did

submit revised figures within the allotted period (Comm'n

14, p. 3)

ested access tc8, 1986C

public records relating to the 1985 state census from thhe

c. 66, SSecretary pursuant to the Public Records Law

Exh. 7). The Secre(Comm'n Doc. 7, Exh. B, O

with the exception olese recordacpro

In a letter of April 30Secretary's fiel aurecc

3 Documents in the Commission's written record will be referred
to in this report by document number and exhibit or page number

A log of all documents on the record is attached hereto as
C
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1986 (Comm'n Doc. 7, Exh. C, Comm’n Doc. 15, Exh. 8), the

Secretary’s office declined to provide the audit records, stating

that such records were exempt from disclosure as investigatory

materials under G.L. c. 4, S7(f). A formal request for the audit

records was submitted by the City on April 30 (Comm'n Doc. 7,

Exh. D, Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh. 9-10), but on May 6, 1986, the

Secretary again refused to provide the audit records, relying

upon an advisory opinion of the Supervisor of Public Records

(Comm'n Doc. 7, Exh. E, Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh. 11-12), which stated

that the records were not subject to disclosure under the

exemption for investigative materials. 4

The Secretary sought the assistance of the Massachusetts

Attorney General, Francis X. Bellotti, in securing a corrected

census return from the City on May 13, 1986 (Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh.

13). In late June 1986, the City refused to permit the Attorney

General's office further access to documents regarding the

conduct of the 1985 census, stating that it was not in' the City's

interest to permit pre-litigation discovery (Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh

14). On July 2, 1986, the Attorney General's office made a

formal request for additional census information (Comm'n Doc. 15,

Exh. 14). This information was not provided (Comm'n Doc. 14, p

4).

The City volunteered to conduct a new census in a letter to

the Attorney General's office on August 18, 1986 (Comm'n Doc. 15,

Exh. 15). This new census was to begin immediately and to

produce a new census return by February 28, 1987. This new

census was never undertaken (Comm'n Doc. 14, p. 4; Comm'n Doc.

32, pp. 29-31).

In late 1986, the Massachusetts Legislature passed a bill to

4 Inasmuch as the City did not exercise its statutory right to
appeal this opinion, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 66, 510(b), and 950
C.M.R. 32.08, the Commission feels bound by it.
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form a decennial census commission to resolve the dispute over

the City census. The legislation was approved by Governor

Michael S. Dukakis on January 7, 1987. The new law, Chapter 681

of the Acts of 1986, amended the decennial census statute (G.L.

c. 9, §7) to provide that

If such correction is not submitted and accepted
by November first of said year the governor shall
appoint a decennial census commission,
hereinafter called the commission. Said
commission shall consist of five members one of
whom shall be designated as Chairman. No more
than three members of the commission shall be of
the same major political party and the other two
members shall be of the other major political
party. The members of the commission shall serve
without compensation but shall be reimbursed for
their expenses actually and necessarily incurred
in the discharge of their official duties. The
commission shall examine the original submission
and may inspect the records of any city or town
and call upon the mayor ... or municipal census
supervisor thereof for such further information
as it desires. The commission shall determine
and verify the census for such city or town which
then shall be accepted by the secretary.

Governor Dukakis appointed the members of the Decennial

Census Commission on February 9, 1987. Tunney F. Lee was selected

as Chairman of the Commission; the other Democrats appointed were

The Republicans appointed to thePaul Guzzi and Philip L. Clay

Commission were John W. Delaney and Eunice P. Howe. The

Commission was charged pursuant to statute with the authority to

"determine and verify the census" conducted by the City for

January 1, 1985, and to report its findings to the Secretary.

THE PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COMMISSION

Preliminary Hatters

The Commission held organizational meetings on February 17

(Comra'n Doc. 3), February 26 (Coram'n Doc. 5), and March 5, 1987

(Comra'n Doc. 18), to discuss funding, to set meeting schedules, to

arrange for expert demographic assistance, and to retain counsel

II
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to the Commission. Barry B. White, Esq. of Foley, Hoag and Eliot

was retained as counsel to the Commission, and Dr. George S.

Hasnick, of the MIT/Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies, was

retained as demographic consultant.

During the first week of March, the Commission received a

formal submission from the City (Comm'n Docs. 6-8). The City's

submission described the census procedures followed by the City,

cited extrinsic evidence based on housing surveys and other

research which supported the census count, and attacked both the

validity of the process followed in the Secretary's audit and the

conclusions drawn from the audit results. The submission also

argued that the 1980 federal census and all subsequent federal

estimates were flawed, and therefore did not provide a proper

foundation for disputing the 1985 Boston count. The City

therefore argued that it conducted the census properly and counted

620,889 inhabitants in the City, and that all reliable extrinsic

evidence supported the 1985 Boston census count.

On March 9, the Secretary provided a formal submission to the

Commission, explaining the Secretary's position (Comm'n Docs. 14-

16). This submission set forth the Secretary's reasons for

rejecting the City's census return, which included the disparity

between the City's return and the U.S. Census Bureau estimate, the

errors revealed by the Secretary's field audit, and complaints

registered by Boston residents concerning irregularities in the

census process. Further, the submission defended the accuracy of

the Secretary's audit findings, and cited independent population

estimates and other extrinsic evidence which suggested that the

City's count was too high. The Secretary concluded, based on the

Secretary's audit findings, the discrepancy between the Boston

City's count and federal census estimate, the procedural flaws in

the City's census process, and other extrinsic evidence, that the
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City's submitted census figure of 620,889 was too high and that

the Secretary was justified in refusing to verify the census

return.
The Decennial Census Commission convened additional meetings

on March 12, March 18, March 25, April 9, April 16 and May 15,

1987. A stenographer kept a record of the proceedings.

The Commission Meeting of March 12, 1987

On March 12, 1987 the Commission requested and heard

from representatives of the City on the procedures

that were followed in taking the 1985 City census. The

Commission also requested and heard testimony from

representatives of the Secretary's office regarding the City

census.

At the March 12, 1987 hearing, the City produced Mr. John

McElligott, 6 the Municipal Census Supervisor for the City's 1985

census, to testify before the Commission regarding the procedures

followed by the City in taking the census. Mr. McElligott

testified about the preparation of the census cards; the

distribution of the cards to the nine satellite election offices

that were set up at police stations; the hiring and training of

the 100-120 City traffic supervisors who conducted the

enumeration; the conduct of the enumeration process; and the

quality controls that the City designed to monitor the

enumeration

5 As noted elsewhere, the Commission did not have the statutory
power to conduct formal adjudicatory proceedings. Consequently,
all oral statements made before the Commission were unsworn. Use
of the terms "testify" or "testimony" in this report are not
intended to suggest that such statements were made under oath.
6 For Mr. McElligott's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 31, pp. 14-111.
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Mr. McElligott stated that all traffic supervisors were

instructed to place their badge number on each card taken into

the field. They were also instructed to indicate whether they

had received information on the inhabitants of a particular

dwelling from an informant other than the named resident by

listing the name of the informant at the bottom of the card. Mr.

McElligott stated that the contact rate with named residents in

the City was low and therefore the census information was

received largely from informants. The City had not done an

analysis of the ratio between informant information and actual

resident contacts, and did not provide the Commission with any

data on that issue. According to Mr. McElligott, the street

enumeration was completed by June or July of 1985.

Mr. McElligott reported that the City had properly accounted

for "column 8s" in the census process (a column 8 is a person

such as a college student, military employee, prisoner, or other

individual whose residence for census purposes is other than his

or her permanent address). Mr. McElligott stated that an entire

devoted to these column 8section of the training manual wa

lowed the guidelines providedpersons, and that the City had fo

nting for them. Any column 8s

that were identified in the enume ation process were indicated in

Column 1 on the cards and not counted in the final censu

tabulation, according to Mr. McElligott.

Mr. McElligott stated that ie City did not account fort

half-way houses or the homeless population in the 1985 City

sidents of the Pine Street Inncensus. The City did count the

and the Long Island Hospital be ause they are estafc d

residences. Rooming houses were treated as dwellir

The City also produced Mr. James McMar y

with the Management Information Services (MIS) D

Hall, who testified before the Commission regarding the computer

the Secretary's office in acco
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files that were used by the City in creating the 1985 City census

cards, and the processes by which the City added and deleted

names from the system. Hr. McManus testified that, with respect

to column Bs, the City received registration information from all

the state's colleges and deleted students living on campus from

the files by classifying them as column Bs. He similarly deleted

as column 8s all persons in the file whose occupations were

listed as "military." According to the City, these populations

appeared as part of the column 8s on the census return submitted

by the City.

The Secretary's office produced three witnesses. Dr. Stephen

Coelen, Director of the Massachusetts Institute for Social and

Economic Research (MISER), Ms. Lisa Simonetti, Assistant Director

of Government Affairs at the Secretary's office, and Mr. David

Sullivan, Chief Legal Counsel to the Secretary. Dr. CoelenB

testified before the Commission regarding the procedures he

designed for the internal and field audits that were conducted by

the Secretary's office, as well as the results of both audits.

The design for, and results of, the Secretary's audit are

discussed further in a series of memoranda by Dr. Coelen, which

are a part of the Commission's record.

Ms. Simonetti's 9 testimony focused on the actual conduct of

the internal and field audits that were carried out under her

supervision. She stated that most of the City's census cards,

which she reviewed, did not have badge numbers or signatures on

them. In addition, Ms. Simonetti stated that the condition of

the cards was extremely good, that all markings were in pencil

and were very uniform, and that some of the names on the cards

7 For Mr. McManus's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 31, pp. 15-106.

8 For Dr. Coelen's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 31, pp. 122-187.

9 For Ms. Siraonetti’s testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 31, pp. 122-167.
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were both crossed-through and checked.

Mr. Sullivan 10 testified regarding the Secretary's decision

to conduct an audit of the City's 1985 census return. Mr.

Sullivan stated that this decision was based in part on the large

discrepancy between the City's 1985 census count and the July 1,

1984 federal census estimate (approximately 50,000). Mr.

Sullivan also testified that the Secretary's Election Division

had received several telephone complaints in early 1986 from

residents of the City regarding inaccuracies on the street

listing which was produced from the same database as the census

returns.

'he Commission Meeting of March 18. 1987

At the Commission meeting of March 18, 1987, Representative

James Brett, 11 Chairman of the House Redistricting Committee,

appeared before the Commission to apprise the Commission of his

timetable for redrawing district lines.

Hr. Albert W. Wallis, 12 First Assistant Corporation Counsel

for the City of Boston, testified that the City's 1985 census

count was reliable, but that the City was willing to correct any

errors in its census if they could be corrected consistent with

proper constitutional standards.

The City produced Mr. Alexander Ganz, l3 Assistant Director

for Policy Development and Research at the Boston Redevelopment

Authority ("BRA"), to testify regarding extrinsic evidence that

confirms the plausibility of the City's 1985 census count of

620,889. Mr. Ganz's testimony included a detailed account of the

1985 housing survey in Boston and the group quarters survey which

10 For Mr. Sullivan's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 31, pp. 122-188.
11 For Rep. Brett's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 5-9.

12 For Mr. Wallis' testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 10-32
150-169.

13 For Mr. Ganz's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 32-94.
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is presently being conducted by the BRA. The BRA also estimated

that the group quarters population increased by 8,096 between

1980 and 1985. Mr. Ganz did not think that the "column 8"

population would have been counted in the BRA surveys.

Mr. Ganz stated that, whereas he had originally believed

that the 1980 federal census figure was too low, he believed it
was accurate, based upon recent information that had become

available since 1980 concerning the federal census procedures.

At the same meeting, Mr. Sullivan 14 clarified several points

regarding the Secretary's position on the City's 1985 census

return. He stated that the City's claim that the enumerated

column 8s were marked in column 1 on the census cards was not

confirmed by the Secretary's audit records, because in the sample

cards that Ms. Siraonetti reviewed, she was unable to find any

card which had an "x" indicated in column 1. Mr. Sullivan also

testified that the Secretary did not rely on the 1984 federal

census estimate as the basis for rejecting the City's submission,

but rather that the Secretary relied on the federal census

estimate primarily to trigger the audit. The Secretary's audit

indicated that there were significant problems with the City's

count of column Bs. Mr. Sullivan stated that the City reported

the lowest percentage of column 8s of any city in the

Commonwealth.

Representative Peter Forman, a Republican member of the

House Redistricting Committee, and Mr. Ralph McGaughey, 16

representing the Republican State Committee, also appeared before

the Commission. Representative Forman addressed the need for a

total population count for the City so that redistricting on the

state level could commence. Representative Forman testified that

14 For Mr. Sullivan's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 94-150.
15 For Rep. Forman's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 169-194.
16 For Mr. McGaughey’s testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 170-
192.
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he believed that the City had added names to, but had not deleted

any names from, the annual street lists used for voting purposes

since 1982. Mr. McGaughey recited specific incidents of

overcounting in the census, and noted that in a number of

precincts, the City counted more adults than total population,

based on the 1986 street list. Mr. McGaughey also testified that

for several years his name had been listed on the City street

lists in two different locations, and suggested that he might

have been counted twice in the City's 1985 census.

The Commission Meeting of March 25. 1987

The next meeting of the Decennial Census Commission was

convened on March 25, 1987. Barry B. White, Esq., l7 Counsel to

the Commission, summarized the inspection of the City census

cards that was conducted on March 19, 1987 on behalf of the

Commission by Timothy G. Caron, Esq. and Martha Ostheimer of

Foley, Hoag 4 Eliot. Mr. Caron7B also reported regarding this

inspection. This inspection is described in a memorandum by Mr.

Caron (Comm'n. Doc. 44).

Dr. George S. Masnick, 79 demographic consultant to the

Commission, testified as to the average household size in Boston

in 1985, based upon his review of available data.

The City produced two witnesses, Mr. Allan Stern, the

Director of Management Information Services for the City, and Ms

Susan Tracy, 2o the Director of the Emergency Shelter Commission

for the City. Mr. Stern testified that the City's column 8

percentage was reasonable when compared to certain Massachusetts

communities with similar socioeconomic characteristics. Ms

17 For Mr. White's statement, see Comm'n Doc. 46, pp. 4-16.

18 For Mr. Caron's statement, see Comm'n Doc. 46, pp. 43-49.

19 For Dr. Masnick's testimony, see Comm’n Doc. 46, pp. 21-24.
20 For Ms. Tracy's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 46, pp. 50-75.
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Tracy reported on the census count of the homeless population in
Boston that she supervised in September 1985, which resulted in a
count of 2,863 persons.

The Commission Meeting of April 9, 1987

A meeting of the Decennial Census Commission was also held
on April 9, 1987. Mr. Caron 22 reported on his review of the

Secretary's audit on behalf of the Commission. Counsel's review

of the Secretary's audit is further discussed in a memorandum

that Mr. Caron submitted to the Commission (Comra'n Doc. 45).

The Secretary's office produced Dr. Stephen Coelen, 22 who

testified regarding the relative strengths and weaknesses of his

proposed "top-down" and "bottom-up" methodologies for correcting

errors in the City's 1985 census count. These methodologies are

further discussed in Dr. Coelen's memorandum of March 24, 1987.

he Commission Meeting of April 16, 1987

At the April 16, 1987 meeting, Representative William

Galvin22 testified before the Commission in response to Mr.

McGaughey's testimony on March 18, 1987 that more adults than

total population were counted in certain precincts by the City

census. Representative Galvin addressed the difficulties

associated with counting the population in a ward such as

Ward 21, due to the large proportion of multi-unit housing and

the transience and high migration rate of the population in that

ward. He also pointed out that as a result of a large number of

complaints from people who were improperly dropped from the

voting lists, the City had taken a conservative approach in

deleting people from the annual street lists. Representative

Galvin stated that this should have no effect on the census

21 For Mr. Caron's statement, see Comm'n Doc. 48, pp. 9-15.

22 For Dr. Coelen's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 48, pp. 29-74.

22 For Rep. Galvin's testimony, see Comm'n Doc. 82, pp. 27-55.
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count, which was made on the basis of visits to each household.

'he Commission Meeting of Hay 15. 1987

Following the Commission meeting of April 16, 1987, counsel

to the Commission circulated draft reports to Commission members,

who informally provided individual comments, suggestions, and

tentative conclusions. The Commission's counsel and staff also

met with representatives of the City and the Secretary to discuss

technical matters that arose. The last meeting was held on Hay

15, 1987, to discuss the draft report, to vote on adopting the

report and on submitting the report to the Secretary and the

public. The Commission voted unanimously to adopt the report,

and afforded the City and the Secretary an opportunity to comment

on the report and its findings. The Commission also requested

comments on the draft report and extended until noon on May 19,

1987 the date for submissions to be considered for the final

report and to be included in the record.

11l

The charter for the Decennial Census Commission is

Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 9, Section 7, as amended

This statute states that "The commission shall determine and

verify the census for such city or town which then shall be

accepted by the Secretary" (emphasis supplied). Neither the

statute, nor Article 101, Section 1 of the Massachusetts

Constitution, provides a methodology or set of guidelines

prescribing how the Commission is to "determine and verify"

Boston's census.

The Commission could find no applicable legislative history

or legal precedents to aid it in interpreting the words

"determine" and "verify". Accordingly, the Commission looked to

Webster's Third New International Dictionary (Unabridged, 1971)

THE COMMISSION'S PURPOSE
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for assistance. "Determine" is defined to mean "to fix

conclusively or authoritatively"; "to settle a question or

controversy about"; "to come to a decision concerning as the

result of investigation or reasoning"; or "to settle or decide by

choice of alternatives or possibilities." Id■ at 616. "Verify"

means "to prove to be true: establish the truth of:

conclusively demonstrate by presentation of facts or by sound

reasoning or argument"; "to check or test the accuracy or

exactness of: confirm the truth or truthfulness of by or as if

by comparison with known data or a recognized standard or

authority"; or "to confirm or establish the authenticity

existence of by examination, investigation, or competent

evidence." Id. at 2543.

The possible alternatives open to the Commission were to

determine and verify that the correct total census figure is (1)

the figure submitted by the City, (2) the figure submitted by the

City after correcting for identifiable errors, or (3) some other

figure arrived at by a new census or some other accepted

methodology. The City has repeatedly argued that the Commission

must either verify the City's original return, or identify

specific errors in the City's return and request that the City

correct those identified errors. The Commission does not find

this argument persuasive. Nothing in the Commission's charter

contains such a restriction on alternatives available to the

Commission for determining and verifying the census. 24 xhe

24 The City's argument might apply to the Secretary, whose
statutory authority is limited to verifying the census return or
refusing to accept an erroneous census return. The Commission's
statutory mandate is different than the Secretary's authority,
since the statutory language gives the Commission the specific
authority to "detc-.imine and verify" the census. Importantly, the
statute does not suggest or indicate that the Commission's
authority is coextensive with, or derivative of, the Secretary s.
Indeed, for the Commission to settle the current impasse between
the City and the Secretary, the Commission’s mandate must be
broader than the Secretary's power to return the census to the
City for correction and resubmission.
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Commission accordingly has rejected the City's argument of the

Commission's limited authority. The Commission does agree,

however, that its first inquiry should be to decide whether the

City census return can be determined and verified. Only if the

census return cannot be determined and verified need the

Commission consider the alternatives available to determine the

correct count.

The statute establishing the Commission does not identify

any specific procedures that the Commission should follow to

determine and verify the census. The statute merely states that

The Commission shall examine the original submission
and may inspect the records of any city or town and call
upon the mayor, city manager, selectmen or municipal
census supervisor thereof for such further information
as it desires.

No other hint as to the Commission's method of conducting its

work is provided by the statute. While the Secretary has long

had the statutory power to verify census returns, the Commission

could find no instance in which the Secretary had previously

rejected a census return. Thus, the Secretary has never found

necessary to promulgate rules or standards for verifying a

rejected census return. Further, the statute does not explicitly

give the Commission either rulemaking authority or the authority

to conduct adjudicatory proceedings.25 The Commission

accordingly limited its investigatory activities to reviewing

pecting records, and taking unsworn oralwritten submissions

testimony.

In discharging atutory duty i h

open meetings in accordance with Ma 3 C

25 The Commission has therefore determined that it is engagedermine

informal administrative agency proceedings outside the scope of
the Massachusetts Administrative Procedure Act
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Commission accepted unsworn testimony from any person expressing
an interest in being heard. The meetings were designed to be
non-adversarial in nature. A stenographer was present and

transcribed the testimony at each hearing. In addition, the

Commission kept a written record

interested persons, and provided

any person requesting to inspect

accepted written briefs from the

of submissions made by

access to its written record to

the record. The Commission

City and the Secretary, and also

accepted supplemental submissions on the record. Submissions

from the State Republican Party, interested members of the

General Court and others were placed in the record. The

Commission invited persons to submit questions to be asked of

testifying witnesses, and to raise issues for further

investigation by the Commission. The Commission staff examined

the City's census cards at the City's warehouse on two occasions,

and reviewed the Secretary's field audit records. The Commission

retained the services of an expert demographer to assist in

assessing the accuracy of the census results submitted by the

City of Boston. Based upon the foregoing, the Commission has

reached the conclusions discussed in the following sections.

IV

Based upon the written submissions of the City26 and the

Secretary and the testimony of the witnesses provided by them,

the census process designed and executed by City officials is

26 Attached as Appendix D is a document submitted by the City
summarizing the steps followed by the City in tabulating the
City's census.

A. THE CITY'S CENSUS PROCESS

THE COMMISSION'S FINDING
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summarised below.

The first step in the census process was an updating of the

1984 Boston street lists. The street lists are computerized

lists prepared annually by the City for voting purposes. The

lists contain the names of all Boston residents 17 years of age

and older as of January 1 of each year. These street lists were

updated as of July 1984 to add all newly registered voters

(resulting in a list of 492,204 names), and to delete residents

who had moved from Boston or who had died in early 1984

(resulting in a deletion of 4,670 names).

Other resident names were then added to this computer list.

All Boston public and private school students, based on 1984

school enrollment lists provided by the Boston School Committee,

were added to the list (approximately 78,000). Legitimate births

occurring between 1980 and 1984 with parents living at Boston

addresses were added (approximately 25,000). In addition, Boston

Housing Authority residents who were not otherwise on the list

were added (25,376). These additions added 132,184 names to the

computer list. At this point, the total list consisted of

619,718 names. No person who was a registered voter was deleted

from the master list prior to field enumeration.

The computer listing was then coded by street, precinct and

ward. Census cards were then produced from the master resident

list. Each card listed all residents with the same surname at

the same address, rather than listing all inhabitants of the

address regardless of surname. These cards were used by field

census enumerators to verify the listed information, or to record

corrections, additions or deletions.
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The so-called "group quarters" populations,27 including
school dormitories, nursing homes and other large multiple unit
residences, were printed onto lists rather than census cards for
independent verification based on information provided by the

colleges, agencies and landlords who house multiple residents.
This resulted in a temporary list of 54,547 names as "multiple
listing' populations, leaving 565,171 names to be printed on

census cards.

The field census process took place between January and June
or July, 1985. Teams of enumerators, operating out of nine local
police stations, were to visit each street address in the city to
verify or correct the information contained on the pre-printed
census cards. The enumerator's badge number or signature was to
be placed on the bottom of each card, along with the name of any
informant who provided or verified the household information. If
the enumerator located a "Column 8" (i.e., a person whose
residence for census purposes is somewhere other than at his or
her permanent Boston residence, such as a college student or a

member of the military) that person was to be indicated as such

by checking a "column 1" box on the census card. The completed
cards were returned to each enumerator's assigned police station,

"Group quarters" populations should be distinguished from so-
called "column Bs." Group quarters, for federal census purposes,
are of two types; (1) persons in mental hospitals, homes for the
aged, prisons or other institutions; and (2) ten or more
unrelated persons living together in the same quarters, such as
college dormitories. These persons are counted, for census
purposes, at their group quarters addresses.

The City, in conducting the 1985 census, used a more
expansive terra, "multiple listings," which apparently included
not only group quarters, but large apartment buildings as well.

A "Column 8," for census purposes, is a person who considers
one address to be his or her home, but lives away at college, at
a worksite, in the military, or in an institution such as a home
for the aged or a long terra health care facility. Column 8s may
or may not live in group quarters for example, a student may
live in a dormitory, which is a group quarters residence, or in
an apartment, which is not a group quarters residence. These
column 8s are counted where they actually reside, and not where
they consider their permanent homes to be. Therefore, column 8s
must be excluded from the count at their permanent homes to avoid
double-counting.
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and were forwarded to a central data processing station in Boston

City Hall.

Simultaneous with the field enumeration, the group quarters

populations were independently counted on the basis of

information provided by the colleges and agencies with multiple

housing. Enumerators did not visit the group housing quarters to

verify the information received. Out of 54,547 listed group

quarters inhabitants, 49,877 names were retained as a result of

this process. New persons found in group quarters were added to

the master computer list. (The group quarters count did not, for

the most part, include the population of homeless or of halfway

houses.)

After coding, the reported batches of listed persons not

found by enumerators ("deletes") and persons not listed who were

found by enumerators ("adds") were incorporated into the master

computer list. Based on the adjustments to the multiple listings

and the add and delete information provided by the enumerators,

78,143 names were deleted and 102,758 names were added, resulting

in a total of 589,786 counted inhabitants.
By adding the corrected multiple listings to the other

enumerated inhabitants in the master file, a total of 639,663

inhabitants were counted.

Next, a computer edit was undertaken to delete any duplicate

names. The computer system was designed to delete duplicate

persons from the list whose names were spelled identically and

had identical birth dates and sex designations. This step

resulted in a deletion of 12,044 names, leaving a total of

627,619 names on the master list.

Finally, residents who had died or moved out of Boston prior

to January 1, 1985 were deleted from the file, and additional

residents who registered to vote were added to the file, if they
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had not been previously accounted for. In addition, Boston

residents whose occupations were listed as "military" in the

file, and those residents who attended colleges outside of Boston

but within Massachusetts, were deleted from the file as Column

Bs. This process resulted in a net deletion of 6,730 names, 2 ®

and a final census total of 620,889 inhabitants in the City of

Boston.

The Boston census process was completed by July 1985, and

the final figures were submitted to the Secretary of the

Commonwealth on February 11, 1986. The Secretary rejected the

census return on April 16, 1986, and requested submission of a

corrected return within two weeks. The City did not at any time

make a resubmission of a corrected census count.

The Commission's Process

The Commission decided that its first task was to conclude

whether it could determine and verify the City's census return

reflecting a census count of 620,889. The Commission could find

no precedents to guide it in establishing standards for

determination and verification of a census return. Although the

Secretary has had the discretion for over 50 years 29 to verify

each of the Commonwealth's citiesthe decennial census returns of

find no instance in which theand towns, the Commission could

a census return until he rejectedSecretary had refused to verify

The Commission's task was furtherthe City's 1985 census return.

B. VERIFICATION OF THE CITY CENSUS

2 ® Of these 6,730 deletes, 1,790 were Column Bs.

29 See M.G.L. c. 9, §7. In 1932, the statute provided that the
Secretary had the discretion to "verify any such census in such
manner as he deems advisable," but limited the Secretary's power
to reject the census return to making "such amendments as the
secretary may find necessary to correct any errors or omissions
therein." The statute was rewritten in 1975. The current
version gives the Secretary the power to refuse to accept a
census return, and to return it to the city of origin for
correction.
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complicated because the Secretary apparently did not establish

any fixed criteria or standards for verifying the census returns

of the 351 cities and towns of the Commonwealth (See Comm'n Doc.

87). Although the Secretary did publish and distribute

instructional guidelines for conducting the census as well as

sample forms for census cards and census returns (Comm'n Doc.

16), the Secretary did not advise city and town officials of the

criteria by which the Secretary would judge whether or not to

verify the reported census counts. Importantly, the degree of
inaccuracy in a city or town census which would trigger a

rejection of a census return was never specified by the

Secretary

The Commission recognizes that there is no such thing as a

perfect census count. In a city as large as Boston it is

inconceivable that every person will be found and counted and

that no errors will be made. It is probable that there may be

some double-counting of people, and that some people may not be

found and counted. People living in Boston move into, out of,

and within the City on a regular basis. In a mobile urban

society much of a census count is, by necessity, based upon

information from landlords and neighbors that, although the most

reliable information available, may not be accurate. Memories

can be faulty, and changes in residence can go unnoticed. The

Commission takes note of the fact that the United States Bureau

of the Census, which many people believe conducts the most

accurate census count anywhere in the world, admits that its 1970

decennial census undercounted 2.5% of the population nation-

By comparison, the Secretary's field audit found an

30 See Young v. Klutznick, 497 F. Supp. 1318, 1327 (E.D. Mich.
1980) ("According to our most recent calculations, the estimates
of the per cent of the population undercounted in 1950, 1960 and
1970 are 3.3, 2.7 and 2.5 respectively").
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overcount of slightly more than 6% in the City's census return.

The Commission did not attempt to check the accuracy or

exactness of the City's census return by conducting an

independent field audit of the City's January 1, 1985 census

cards. An audit more than two years after the original count

would be replete with inaccuracies and information gaps.

Moreover, the Commission's staffing and time constraints did not

permit the luxury of an audit process, especially one with such a

dubious chance of success. Instead, the Commission elicited the

testimony of witnesses and scrutinized the written record to

determine (1) whether Boston complied with the statutory

requirements and the guidelines and instructions of the Secretary

in conducting its census process, (2) whether the procedures

followed by, and records generated by, the City support the

accuracy of the City's census return, and (3) whether the

extrinsic evidence as to the population of Boston on January 1,

1985 supports the City's census count of 620,889.

In making its decision whether to determine and verify that

the City's census count was accurate as submitted, the Commission

heard the testimony of numerous witnesses at its meetings,

including the testimony of members of the General Court and

representatives of the Secretary, the City, the BRA and the

Republican Party. The Commission also reviewed and made a part

of its official record written materials submitted by the

Secretary, the City and other interested persons. In addition,

the Commission reviewed the original census cards and records

stored by the City in its warehouse facilities and the records of

the Secretary's audit. The Commission would like to note that

both the City and the Secretary exhibited a spirit of cooperation

in making their respective records and witnesses available to the

Commission throughout its proceedings.
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After giving due and careful consideration to all of the

above, the Commission unanimously concludes that it is unable to

determine and verify that the City's 1985 census return showing a

census count of 620,889 is accurate. This conclusion is based on

the findings set forth below.
The Commission's Specific Findings

1. The City did not comply with the statutory requirements

nd the instructions of the Secretary in conducting its census

count, and therefore the Commission cannot verify the accuracy of

the City's census return. This is most clearly shown with regard

to so-called "column Bs.” After the 1975 state decennial census,

the Massachusetts Constitution was amended to define

"inhabitants" for the purpose of the census consistently with

federal standards for determining population.3l This amendment

meant that any person who was listed as an inhabitant at a home

address, but who was living away at school, in the military, in a

penal institution or in a mental institution on census day, was

not to be counted as an inhabitant at the "permanent" home

address. 32 To effectuate this amendment, the Secretary
explicitly instructed each city and town to include the person

who was away from home on the census card for the permanent home

address, but to mark an "X" under Column 8 on the card to

indicate that the person was a student, etc. who was not living

at the home address on January 1, 1985 (Comm'n Doc. 16, Exh. A,

33 See Mass. Const. Art. 109.

32 Prior to the change in the Massachusetts Constitution, the
census taker had to determine residence according to the intent
of the individual. If, for example, a student considered the
family address and not the school as his or her permanent
address, the student was reported as an inhabitant of the family
address. It was obviously impossible to determine the student's
intent if he or she could not be located. The amendment to the
Constitution sought to introduce a uniform standard for
determining the census residence in all cases.
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pp. 3-4). 33 The so-called "column 8s" were to be tabulated

separately and excluded from the total census count (Comm'n Doc.

16, Exh. D). 34

The Commission finds that the City did not properly obtain

information on the column Bs, did not tabulate column 8s in

accordance with the Secretary's written instructions, and did not

properly reduce its total census count to reflect its column 8

population. Mr. McElligott, the Municipal Census Supervisor for

the 1985 City census, testified that the City's column 8s were to

be accounted for in column 1 of the City's census cards (Comm'n

Doc. 31, p. 79, 98). According to Mr. McElligott, the Secretary

had approved the form of the City's census card, even though it

did not include a column marked as column 8 (Comm'n Doc. 31, p.
80). 33 The City's census takers were to place an X under column

1 of the City's census card form to indicate those students,

etc., living away from home, in lieu of placing a check in column

8. Mr. McElligott furnished to the Commission a copy of

census takers (Comm'n Doc. 21),

sus takers to mark column 1 to

instructions given to the City's

which properly instructed the ce

account for appropriate persons.

had indeed treated column 8s as

Is, and properly excluded the

If the City's census take

column Is on the City census c

33 The Secretary's Census Superv
"Please Note: college student[s
consider this home but live away

sor Manual explicitly states:
and military personnel who

at college or are stationed
elsewhere; indicate 'student' or 'military' and list themailing
address while away in the occupation column and place an 'x' in
column 8." The Secretary's Instructions for Census Takers has a
similar provision.

34 The Secretary's Reporting Package Instructions state: "Please
be sure to: ... 3. For each of the appropriate columns, enter
the appropriate information: . . . E. The number of x's in
column 8 for each Ward and/or Precinct." The sample reporting
forms contain a column marked "Number of x's in column 8."

35 The Secretary did not contradict Mr. McElligott's testimony
that he had approved the City's census card.
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column Is from the census count, no problem would arise.

However, the Commission staff randomly reviewed a number of the

City's census cards and did not find even one card that contained

a mark under column 1 (Comra’n Doc. 44, p. 2). Mr. McElligott

admitted that the City did not pick up many column 8s (or column

Is) on the street, because of Boston's "low contact rate" in

visiting households and obtaining census information directly

from the households being counted (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 98). 36 No

other explanation for the lack of column 1 markings on the census

cards was offered. The Commission is unable to determine whether

the instructions to the City’s census takers were simply ignored,

or whether the instructions were never distributed to the census
takers, but it is clear that the census takers did not obtain the

required information, nor did they mark the census cards

properly

Mr. McElligott offered testimony that the City did find

1,790 persons living away from home who were excluded from the

census count. However, the City could offer no evidence to

support its conclusion that only 1,790 persons citywide should

have been excluded as column Bs. 37 Mr. McElligott explained the

36 MR. MCELLIGOTT: We didn't really on the street pick up that
many Column B's. People just didn't give us
the information because of our low contact
rate. So, what we did then is notify the
colleges and then what we did is took
military occupations from our own file and
deleted them from the file and we came out
with 1,790

THE CHAIRMAN: What is the Column 8 in this submission? The
column I's on your form?

MR. MCELLIGOTT: Plus the colleges, plus the military, ye

37 A count of 1,790 column 8s out of a submitted population of
620,889 represents the lowest percentage of column 8s of any city
in the Commonwealth in the 1985 census (.28%) (Comm'n Doc. 30,
Exh. C). The statewide average of column 8s (excluding Boston)
is 1.7%; the average column 8s for all cities (excluding Boston)
in the Commonwealth is 1.1% (Comm'n Doc. 80, Exh. 1).
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column 8 process in this way. (Comra'n Doc. 31, p. 93):

MR. MCELLIGOTT: Well, the information we received from the

street, if people were in the military. And

what we also did is a final -- to solve ou

Column 8, we took off any military -- a

occupation that was military on our file and we

made those Column B's. Anything we identify,

say it is the Marine Corp[s], United States

Coast Guard, U. S. Navy, Air Force, flight

attendants even, we deleted these.

got printouts from all the state colleges,

University of Massachusetts at Amherst. I

didn't refer One from the university

Lowell or what have you. They would give to

them and we took those off the file and made

those Column B's between what we had out in the

street and information we received from the

colleges and military information.

Thus, the only basis for that number appears to be certain

undocumented information received by the City from state

colleges, and certain unspecified persons with militar

occupations previously contained in the City's files.

Thus, the Commission finds that the City did not properl

obtain information on column Bs, tabulate the column 8s on its

census cards, and exclude the column 8s from its tota

Accordingly, the number of column 8s for Boston cann

determined and verified as submitted

he failure to exclude Column 8s is not an insignificant

By not excluding the column Bs, Dr. Coelen estimated thaer
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the City could have overcounted its inhabitants by up to 30,000

persons (Comm'n Doc. 30, Exh. B). (Boston only excluded 1,790

undocumented column Bs.) More importantly, the apparent

disregard of the requirement to exclude column 8s suggests that

the City did not enforce compliance with the Secretary's and its

own instructions to census takers. This raises serious questions

as to whether the City complied with other census requirements,
and whether the City properly supervised the work of its census

takers.

2. The Commission finds that the City's procedures for

abulatino the census count and checking the accuracy of that

count did not contain proper procedural safeguards. This finding

is based on numerous examples of improper procedures, suggesting

substantial errors in the census count. Consequently, the

Commission cannot verify the City's census return.

Badge numbers and Informant Names

Mr. McElligott testified that each census taker was to print his

or her badge number at the bottom of each census card (Comm'n

Doc. 31, p. 65-66). The badge number was intended to ensure that

someone had indeed visited each household (Comm'n Doc. 31, p.

66). Ms. Simonetti of the Secretary's office testified that very

few of the cards she reviewed contained the required badge

numbers (Comm’n Doc. 31, p. 152). The Commission staff inspected

the census cards and noted that a substantial number of the

census cards contained neither a signature nor a badge number

(Comm'n Doc. 44, p. 2). It is thus impossible to verify that

these households were in fact visited, and that the persons in

the household were properly counted.

Mr. McElligott also testified that the City had a very low

contact rate in conducting its street enumeration and that the

census takers often obtained information on households from
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informants, such as neighbors or landlords (Comm'n Doc. 31, pp.

75-76). The name of such an informant was to be included at the
bottom of each card to verify who had provided household

information to the census taker (Comm'n Doc. 31, pp. 76-77). An

inspection of the cards by the Commission staff revealed that a

substantial number of cards did not contain any informant name

(Comm'n Doc. 44, p. 2). Neither the City nor the Commission has

any way to verify the accuracy or source of the information the

City collected from unrecorded informants.

Census Card Marking System

The Commission staff also noted during its inspection that

many of the census cards had pencil marks drawn through the name

of the listed inhabitants (Comm'n Doc. 44, p. 2). The Commission

staff was informed by the City that this meant that the census

taker did not find that person at the address. Accordingly, that

person should have been included on the City's delete list.

However, many of the cards with names crossed out also had pencil

checkmarks next to the name. The Commission staff was told that

the checkmark indicated that the person whose name was initially

crossed out was later found to be at the address when the census

taker made a call-back at that address. Such a person was a

"keep" and was not deleted.

The Commission staff attempted to verify whether or not

inhabitants with crossed out names appeared on Boston's delete

list. The Commission staff did not make a statistically based

study of such cards. The staff only checked a small number of

the cards to see if such names were actually placed on the delete

list. Some of the crossed out names did appear appropriately on

the delete list, but many did not. Furthermore, some of the

cards with the name crossed-out, but with a checkmark (ostensibly

the "keeps”) were inappropriately placed on the delete list. The

Commission therefore cannot verify the accuracy of the City's
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census card marking system or its tabulation of the "keeps” and

"deletes."

Itiple Listing Documen

The Commission staff also reviewed so-called multiple

listing documents. These documents contained the names of

inhabitants living in college dormitories, large apartment

complexes, lodging houses, housing authority buildings, etc. No

census cards were prepared for these multiple listing inhabitants

(Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 48). Instead, the City prepared multiple

listings and compared them to the lists submitted annually by

colleges, landlords, institutions and agencies housing large

numbers of residents in multiple unit structures. Apparently, no

effort was made to verify the accuracy of the lists submitted to

the City (Comm’n Doc. 31, p. 87). Census takers did not, for the

most part, visit these premises (Comm'n Doc. 31, pp. 85-87). 38

The City's multiple listings were merely compared to the lists
received from the colleges, landlords, and others. New resident

names were to be placed on the "adds" list, and those who were no

longer listed by a college, landlord or institution were to be

placed on the "deletes" list. Those who were not deleted from

the list were denoted as "keeps" and were retained.

City submissions indicate a great deal of confusion as to

how multiple listing residents were actually accounted for. In

33 the CHAIRMAN: So, there were dormitories in which you did not
go and check the names against the full
inhabitants, residents? I am trying to get a
procedure. Do you go into Dormitory "x" at
B.U. ?

MR. HCELLIGOTT: For the most part, no. You might have small
schools like Katherine Gibbs. You might go into
the office. But, the large schools
Northeastern, 8.U., 8.C., the Harvard complexes
in the City, we receive printouts from them.

THE CHAIRMAN: And you accept that?

MR. HCELLIGOTT: Yes.
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its first submission, the City provided a chart, showing the

procedures that the City used in conducting the census (Comm'n

Doc. 6, p. 8). This chart shows that, of the 54,547 persons in

multiple listings, 49,877 were retained as the same multiple

listing inhabitants (Comm'n Doc. 6, p. 8). 39 This submission

stated that the master 1984 street listing was "refined" for

census use "by segregating the group quarters populations from

the master computer lists" (Comm'n Doc. 6, p. 5). Later, the

City stated that "at no time were any multiples removed from the

database." (Comm'n Doc. 84, p. 2). Further, in its first

submission, the City stated that "the group quarters populations

were independently verified in a process that reduced the total

of these inhabitants to 49,877" (Comm'n Doc. 6, p. 6). The City

later suggested that the 49,877 persons were only those who

continued to reside at the same multiple listing address, while

persons not found became part of the 78,143 "deletes" and persons

newly found at a multiple listing address became part of the

102,758 "adds" (Comm’n Doc. 86, p. 17). These apparent

contradictions make it impossible for the Commission to determine

and verify how multiple listings were counted, and whether the

total number of multiple listing inhabitants is accurate.

The City has not satisfactorily explained the distinction

between "group quarters" and "multiple listings." For federal

census purposes, group quarters are defined as dwellings housing

39 This is a change of less than 5,000 persons. This figure
seems implausible, because multiple listings are composed of
student dormitories, nursing homes, institutions, and large
landlords. These types of inhabitants would be expected to have
a mobility rate as high or higher than the overall mobility rate
in the City. While the City maintains that the City has a
mobility rate of 25% per year, (Comm'n Doc. 6, p. 19) it seems
incongruous for the City to claim that the mobility rate for the
multiple listings population is less than 10%.
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ten or more unrelated persons (Comm'n Doc. 38, Exh. IA, p. 10).

The City, in its initial submission, referred to the segregated

lists as "group quarters” (Comm'n Doc. 6, p. 5). In later

submissions, however, the City stated that the multiple listings

were based simply on a list of addresses supplied by the Election

Department which "it wished to treat as multiples, that is, to be

printed in lists rather than on cards" (Comm'n Doc. 84, p. 1).

From the record, the Commission is unable to determine what

standard was used to include multiple listing populations in the

City's census count.

The Commission staff reviewed the multiple listings lists

and, as with the census cards, found that many of the multiple

listings had pencil marks crossing out names, checkmarks next to

names, or both. In comparing the listings to the "adds" and

"deletes" lists, the Commission staff once again found a number

of inconsistencies in whether names were included as "adds" or
"deletes" on the appropriate lists. Thus, the Commission cannot

verify the accuracy of the multiple listings compiled by the

City.

Final Deletions

The Commission finds that the final deletion of 6,730

persons as additional resident deaths, moves, and column 8s

(Comm'n Doc. 6, p. 8) is not verifiable. At one point in his

testimony, Mr. McElligott stated that he deleted 6,730 additional

people who had died or moved (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 92). Mr.

McElligott also testified that the 1,790 column 8s deleted on the

census return would be part of the 6,730 final deletions (Comm'n

Doc. 31, pp. 94, 97).

When the Commission staff attempted to verify the 6,730
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final deletions, the staff was informed that these were hand

deletions made in the final step in the census process. No

back-up data was provided or available to the Commission. The

Commission cannot verify that the number of final deletions is

correct and, in fact, is unable to determine the basis for these

additional deletions.

Duplicate Delete Program

The Commission received testimony from Mr. McElligott

concerning Boston's procedures to delete duplicate names from its

master list that might otherwise appear in the census total. Mr.

McManus stated that the City had a computer program designed to

catch and delete any duplicate names that were not caught in the

census enumeration process (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 89). The program,

however, would only catch duplicates if the full name, sex and

year of birth were identical (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 89). It is not

clear from his testimony whether the street address had to be

identical (Comm'n Doc. 31, pp. 89-90). If the street address had

to be identical, the duplicate delete program would be of little

utility, since a large number of duplicates result from persons

moving to other addresses within the City. Further, the census

cards were organized by name and street address, and therefore

identical names with the same address should have been found when

they were entered into the final census count.

In any case, the Commission questions the reliability of the

computer delete program for eliminating duplicate names.

Mr. McGaughey testified that he believed that he had been

retained on the street lists for his former address despite the

fact that he had moved in 1979 and immediately registered at his

new address (Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 184-185). This suggested that
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he might have been double-counted in the census at both his

present and former addresses (Comm'n Doc. 32, p. 188). The

Commission staff checked census records for him at the two

addresses he gave to the Commission. Mr. McGaughey was indeed

counted by census takers at both 39 Anderson Street, and at 41

Hancock Street (Comm'n Doc. 44, p. 3 and appendices). Despite

the fact that his name, sex and age appeared in identical form on

two separate census cards, he was not deleted as a duplicate by

the City's computer delete program. Although this one example is

certainly not sufficient by itself to discredit the duplicate

delete program, it does raise serious doubts about whether the

City's duplicate delete program ever in fact achieved its stated

purpose.

iscreoancies from the Street Listin

Mr. McGaughey also pointed out to the Commission (Comm'n

Doc. 32, pp. 185-187) that in several precincts, the City's total

census count for all inhabitants on January 1, 1985 was lower

than the total number of adults (persons over 17) appearing on

the January 1, 1986 street listing (Comm'n Doc. 29), which,

according to Mr. McManus, is prepared from the census database

but used for generating voting lists (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 106).

Representative Galvin and the City attempted to explain this

apparent inconsistency by noting that the street listing and the

census are prepared differently and used for different purposes.

Representative Galvin also informed the Commission that due to a

number of protests from people who had been improperly removed

from the voting lists, the City had been very reluctant to delete

persons from the voting list. He felt it was indeed possible

that this policy of over inclusion in the voting list accounted

for the apparent inconsistency.
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The Commission is not concerned with the accuracy of the

January 1, 1986 voting list per se, but it does find that the

City's listing of more adults on the street list than tota

inhabitants in the census in over a dozen precincts casts further

doubts on the accuracy of the City's census process.

The Secretary's Audit Findings

The Commission's concerns regarding the City's census

procedures are supported by the findings of the Secretary’s

audit. Representatives of the Secretary testified as to the

results of a two-stage audit that the Secretary's office

conducted to assess the accuracy of the City's census return.

Based upon an audit methodology designed by Dr. Stephen Coelen of

MISER, the Secretary attempted to (1) compare the checked name

on the census cards to the precinct totals reported by the C

and (2) conduct a field audit based on a random sample of census

cards to evaluate the accuracy of the information reported on the

City census cards (Comm'n Doc. 14). The City has raised several

questions about the propriety and accuracy of the design and

execution of the audit (Comm'n Doc. 6, pp. 13-18). In addition,

the City has objected to the Secretary's refusal to provide the

City with certain information about its field audit (Comm'n Docs.

17, 25). For reasons discussed in this report at 48-52, the

Commission has found that it cannot rely on the results of the

Secretary's field audit to determine the City's census.

The Commission notes, however, that the results of the

Secretary's internal audit support the Commission's conclusion

that it cannot determine and verify the City's census return as

submitted because of the lack of proper procedures and

safeguards. The Secretary's internal audit recounted cards for

77 out of 252 precincts (Comm'n Doc. 14, Exh. 1, p. 4). It found
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that there were overcounts of 200-1000 in 23 precincts,

undercounts of 200-500 in 11 precincts, and an undercount of

1,000 in one precinct (Coram'n Doc. 14, Exh. 1, p. 7). The

Secretary concluded that, on the whole, the errors balanced each

other out and did not indicate an over or undercount (Comm'n Doc.

14, Exh. 1, p. 3). The Commission does not vouch for the

accuracy of the Secretary's recount or its procedures in doing

the recount. It merely notes that the Secretary's internal audit

demonstrating numerous counting errors in a large number of

precincts lends support to the Commission's finding that it

cannot verify the accuracy of the census return submitted by the

City.

3. The Commission finds that, based on extrinsic evidence

of the number of inhabitants residing in Boston on January 1,

1985, the Commission cannot determine and verify the City's

submitted census count of 620,889. The United States Bureau of

the Census ("Census Bureau") reported that the City's population

on April 1, 1980 was 562,994 (Comm'n Doc. 68, p. 17). The Census

ipulation on July 1, 1984 was

y's census return reported a

y 1, 1985. This indicates

Bureau's estimate of the City's p<

570,719 (Comm'n Doc. 72). The Ci

population of 620,889 as of Janua

either a very large disparity bet 1 the federal and state

census figures or a very fast rate of growth for the City.

fact that Massachusetts,The Commission is mindful

unlike the other 49 states, does not use the federal decennial

census for state redistricting, and therefore the federal census

cannot be substituted for the state census. Further, tt

Commission is aware that Boston, along with the Commonwealth and

many other cities and towns in Massachusetts, has challenged th

accuracy of the 1980 federal census, alleging a substantia
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undercount of population.“o Nevertheless, the Commission agrees
with the Secretary that such a large disparity in census results
requires close scrutiny of census methodologies and other

evidence of population size.

The City has submitted a number of population projections

and estimates, and has provided the testimony of Mr. Alex Ganz of

the BRA to convince the Commission that available extrinsic
evidence supports the plausibility of the City's census count of
620,889. Mr. Ganz has relied on BRA household survey data to

support his projections of substantial growth in Boston since

1980. Although Mr. Ganz testified that he believed that the 1980

federal census count of 562,994 was accurate (Comm'n Doc. 32, p.
51), 41 he criticized the methodology used by the Census Bureau

in preparing its 1982 and 1984 federal estimates (Comm'n Doc. 32

p. 53). To support Mr. Ganz's testimony, Boston submitted

several papers prepared by the BRA staff setting forth various

estimates of the Boston population. A more detailed analysis of
the BRA's extrinsic evidence is set forth below at 56-58.

Mr. Ganz's own projections and estimates prepared prior to

the creation of the Commission varied from a low projection of

572,000 to a maximum projection of 604,000 on January 1, 1985

(Comm'n Doc. 8, Exh. L, Tables 6, 19, 33; Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh.

16). The Commission takes note of the fact that it was not until

after the Commission was created and began its deliberations that

Mr. Ganz suggested that a 620,889 estimate of the City's

population was plausible. Other than Mr. Ganz's report, which

was submitted in revised form no less than four times during the

period of the Commission's investigations (Comm'n Doc. 7, Exh. F;

Comm'n Doc. 38, Exh. IB; Comm'n Doc. 77; Comm'n Doc. 80, Exh. 4),

40 gee Complaint, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, et al_. y^_

Xlutznick. et al. . Comm'n Doc. 8, Exh._T. The issues raised by
this action are discussed below at 55-56.

41 Counsel for Boston has consistently maintained that the City
does not accept the federal 1980 census as accurate.
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there is no extrinsic evidence supporting a 1985 Boston

population of 620,889.

In summary, the Commission concludes that it is unable to

determine and verify that the City's census return or its census

count are accurate as submitted. The Commission bases this

conclusion on each of the three findings set forth above, each of

which is an independent ground, any one of which would be

sufficient reason not to determine and verify the City's census

return as submitted. Taken together, the Commission had no

choice but to decline to verify the City's census return and

count.

C. CORRECTION OF THE CITV CENSUS

Having determined that the City's census return is not

verifiable for the reasons set forth above, the Commission would

prefer to redress those errors directly by correcting the City's

original census return to correct each individual error. 42 The

Commission does not find this to be a viable option because the

errors and discrepancies in the City's census returns are not

directly quantifiable. The Commission received a document

indicating that the column 8 figure alone could be approximately

30,000 persons (Coram'n Doc. 30, Exh. B), but there is no reliable

data available on the precise number of column 8s in the City as

of January 1, 1985, where those column 8s were located, and which

of the column 8s were already excluded in the City's tabulation

of 1,790 column Bs. Further, a satisfactory enumeration of all

ed as a result of the flawed

ble without a systematic.

persons incorrectly added or de

execution of the census is impo

contemporaneous recount.

e

s

of all the evidence before itThe Commission, on the basi

42 xhe City has argued that the Commission has the authority onlj
to correct each of the demonstrated errors in the City census
return and verify the census return as corrected. The Commission
has rejected the argument. See pp. 19-20 abi
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is compelled to conclude that the procedural and substantive

errors in the City census {detailed in the previous section) are

both serious and substantial, but that it is impossible for the

Commission to pinpoint each individual miscount more than two

years after the census date. Under the circumstances, the

Commission must look to other reliable data to correct the City's

census return.

D. DETERMINATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE CITY'S POPULATION
BASED ON OTHER DATA

The Commission's Process

Since the Commission found that the 1985 census count of the

City is not verifiable, and an accurate census figure cannot be

determined by correcting for its errors, the Commission must

determine the actual population of the City based on other

sources. The Commission recognizes that there is no substitute

for a properly planned and executed headcount of the City's

population. Such a headcount more than two years after the

census date, however, is beyond the capacity of the Commiss

Short of a headcount, the only alternatives available to the

Commission require the use of statistical data to ad

City's census figure. 43 These statistical methods are n>

43 The City has repeatedly argued that statistical data cannot be
used to correct a census return. The Commission is not convinced
by this argument. A number of courts have explicitly recognize'
that expert population estimates may constitute better evidence
of population for purposes of redistricting than adherence to a
inaccurate or out-of-date census count. Exon v. Tiemann, 279 F.
Supp. 603, 608 (D. Neb. 1967); Wells v. Rockefeller, 273 F. Supp
984, 991-92 (S.D.N.Y. 1967). aff' d 389 U.S. 421 (1968).
Moreover, courts have shown a preference for use of "the most
recent and accurate census, state or federal," as a basis for
reapportioning districts at the state level. See Larx-ioniliy Ui. S LIC Lb av- LHC juu uu u- •- v J.

cal Action Committee v. City of Boston, 568 F. Supp. 1012Poli t ica
pplied). The Commission's
and procedural errors in the

9 (D. Mass. 1983) (emphasis s
numerous substantive

City's 1985 census count demonstrate that, while the City's 1985
decennial census return may be a part of the most recent census,
it cannot be verified as accurate. In the Commission's judgmentcannot be veririea as accurate. in one commission s ju

most recent and accurate census based on a headcount w<
98
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intended to supplant the City’s census, but rather to measure the

extent of the City’s overcount in conducting its count. The

Commission wishes to emphasize that it agrees with the City that

the City's population has increased substantially since the 1980

federal census. The Commission finds, however, that the City

overestimated the rate and degree of the City's growth by

overcounting the City's population. The Commission's statistical

data is not used to delete individuals actually counted by the

City, but is used to determine the growth in the number of

inhabitants in the City between 1980 and 1985.

The Commission has relied upon the testimony of population

experts to utilize the available statistical data. These

population experts agree that there are two methodologies

available to reach an accurate estimate of population a "top-late of population a "top-

me

Top-down Methodology

The "top-down" method takes an uncorrected census total and

applies statistical data to determine the degree of error based

certain confidence levels (Cotnm'n Docs. 39, 41). The only

data available for a top-down adjustment of the City census is

the Secretary's audit. For the reasons set forth below, the

Commission does not believe it can rely on the Secretary's audit

and therefore cannot use the top-down methodology.

The Secretary's Audit Data

The Secretary conducted a two-stage audit procedure

consisting of an internal (office) audit of the City's precinct

tabulations and a field audit of the City's census cards (Comm'n

Doc. 15, Exh. 5). The audit was designed by Dr. Coelen to test

the overall accuracy of the City's census I See Comm'n Doc. 15,

Exh. 4). In refusing to verify the City's census return, the

Secretary placed special emphasis on the results of his field

audit (Comm'n Doc. 14, pp. 2-3).
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According to Dr. Coelen, a random sample of 2,000 individual

census cards, representing households in the City, were to be

verified by the Secretary's staff (Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh. 4, p.

3). The Secretary did contact 1,777 households (Comm'n Doc. 31,

p. 135), 1,265 through telephone contact and 512 through personal

(street) visits (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 140). Dr. Coelen emphasized

the importance of accurately verifying and recording the

information on the photocopy of each census card chosen for the

audit, and of keeping accurate data on each contact (Comm'n Doc.

15, Exh. 4, p. 15).

Dr. Coelen also recommended that the Secretary conduct a

second field audit of sample geographic units to reveal whether

certain households had been missed altogether by the City census

(Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh. 4, pp. 14-15). This second field audit was

never undertaken. 44

Ms. Simonetti's March 19, 1987 supplemental report, which

corrected errors in her March 6, 1987 submission (Comm'n Doc. 14,

Exh. 1), concluded that, based on the personal and telephone

contacts made, the Secretary found only 4,535 of the 4,838

persons the City found on the same census cards (a difference of

303 persons) (Comm'n Doc. 30, Exh. A).

Assuming the accuracy of these results and the competent

execution of the Secretary's field audit, Dr. Coelen estimated

that the City's correct population was 582,003, and with a 99%

confidence level, the population was 592,156 on January 1, 1985

(Comm'n Doc. 14, Exh. 2, p. 6). Dr. Coelen also noted that the

Secretary did not conduct a field audit of the group quarters or

multiple listing residents (Comm'n Doc. 14, Exh. 2, p. 5). These

44 Dr Coelen explained in his memorandum of March 5, 1987
(Comm'n Doc. 14, Exh. 2, p. 3) that the findings of the first
field audit were precise enough that a second field audit with a
clustering sample was not necessary.
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are persons who are counted as inhabitants based upon data

supplied by colleges, institutions and large landlords. If one

assumed that the City's listings of those residents were

completely accurate, he stated that the City's population at a

99% confidence level could have been as large as 595,269 45

(Comm'n Doc. 14, Exh. 2, p. 6).

The Commission has reviewed and analyzed the Secretary's

field audit with great care and interest. Based upon that review

and analysis, it has concluded that it cannot rely on the audit

as a measure for correcting the City's census.

The field audit did not measure up to the standards

established by the designer, Dr. Coelen. Dr. Coelen initially

recommended that the audit cover 112 precincts and 2,000

household cards. The audit only covered 77 precincts and 1,777

household cards. Although representatives of the Secretary's

office testified that Dr. Coelen reduced the size of the audit

because he felt that the results of the audit would not be

changed, the original scope of the audit was based on Ms.

Simonetti's computation that there were only 303,000 household

cards for the City (Comm'n Doc.

that there were in fact 380,000

The staff of the Commission cou

same type of estimating techniq

using (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 137).

31, p. 137). The City claimed

cards (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 57).

.ted the number of cards using the

e that Ms. Simonetti reported

‘he staff found that indeed

there were approximately 380,000 cards (Comm'n Doc. 44, pp. 2-3).

Accordingly, the original design scope of the audit is

questionable, since the number of sampled cards may not have

statistical validity based on a total of 380,000 cards.

Therefore, some of the Secretary's statistical estimates based on

the audit sample may not be reliable.
45 Dr. Coelen also calculated a 99% confidence interval
correcting only for the column 8 count, based on the field audit;
this figure was 598,022 (Comm'n Doc. 30, Exh. B).
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An equally serious problem with the Secretary's field audit

is that the Commission is unable to verify the results of the

audit. Under Ms. Simonetti's direction, the field auditors made

notes on the copies of the census cards of the results of the

contacts with the inhabitants (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 156). 46 The

Secretary is unable to locate over 700 of the 1,777 photocopies

of the census cards it audited (Comm'n Doc. 45, p. 1). With over

700 of the cards with notes missing, neither the Commission nor

the City could verify the results of the Secretary's audit. 47

Further, the handwritten notations on the photocopies of the

census cards by field auditors are confusing even when examined

in light of the Secretary's explanations (Comm'n Doc. 45, pp. 1-

2). The Commission further notes that the Secretary's field

audit was conducted more than 15 months after the census date.

This time delay increases the likelihood of error.

The Commission concludes that it cannot verify the validity

of the methods, procedures and results of the Secretary's audit.

The Commission has consequently determined that utilizing a top-

down methodology is not possible to correct the 1985 City census.
The Commission has instead elected to use a bottora-up methodology

based on accurate federal census data and BRA studies, rather

than a top-down approach based on unconfirmed audit data.

Bottom-uo Methodology

A bottom-up methodology is a two stage process. The first

stage consists of selecting a known total population for some

prior period, such as the last accurate census. The second stage

46 The raw audit data was transferred from the photocopied cards
and stored on a disk (Comm'n Doc. 31, p. 156).

47 The Commission did not conduct an audit of the Secretary's
audit, but because of Ms. Simonetti's reference to one glaring
error by the City, it did check out one specific census card. Ms.
Simonetti stated the City had found inhabitants at a residence
which the Secretary's audit had found to be a burned out school.
The Commission's staff did check the accuracy of this claim. The
Commission verified the City's census card and found the
Secretary's audit to be in error (Comm'n Doc. 45, pp. 2-3).
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equires a measurement of the net change in population since the

.me of the earlier known (Comm'n Docs. 39, 41)

.ere are two methods for measuring this net change. One

method is to account for all b s, deaths and migration of

population since the known population total. This is the method

ig its population estimates (Seeused by the Census Bureau in making it

Comm'n Docs. 71, 72). The greatest difficulty with this method

is the accurate tracking of migration within, into and out of a

e Census Bureau has difficulty measuringgeographic area

migration accurately, and is currently adjusting some of its

estimates

A second method for measuring net change in population is to

compute the change based on housing data. This method requires

computing the net change in habitable housing stock since the

me of the known population, multiplying that change by the

occupancy rate, and then by the average household size. This

method is used by the BRA in making population estimates (Comm'n

Doc. 80, Exh. 4, p. 5), and is one of the statistical approachesy

sted by Dr. Coe e City'sMIS

ation as of January 1, 1985 (Comm'n Doc. 41, pp. 1-2)Di

e ar

appropriate y

population on January 1, 1985. The BRA used this methodology to

estimate Boston's population in various documents it prepared

and Mr. Ganz •arious submle

the Commission. In addition, Dr. Coelen described the bottom-up

Ciable tapproach as a ve

Cc

able method availab a

through the use of statistica lat
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ral Census Da

The first stage in the bottom-up approach is to find a known

total population base for some prior period. The most recent and

accurate population base is the United States Decennial Census of

1980. Every ten years, in a year ending in a zero, the United

States conducts a decennial census of population as of the first

day of April of the census year. 4B On April 1, 1980, the Census

Bureau conducted its most recent nationwide census of population.

The federal census is a so-called "mail-out, mail-back" system.

The Census Bureau prepares a mailing list based on various

available lists and records, and then mails out census forms to

each household which are to be completed and returned by mail.

The Census Bureau also conducts a systematic follow-up to visit

each household which did not respond to the mailing. Based on

this system, the Census Bureau determined that there were 562,994

persons in the City of Boston in 1980. The Census Bureau also

determined that in the City in 1980 there were 241,444 housing

units; a 9.5% gross vacancy rate and a 7.5% net vacancy rate in

those housing units; an average household size of 2.40; and a

group quarters population of 39,518. 49

Population experts generally acknowledge that the federal

census is the most accurate census conducted anywhere. so All of

the population experts who have testified before the Commission

have acknowledged that the 1980 federal census provided an

accurate count of the City's population in 1980. Dr. Stephen

Coelen, the Secretary's statistical expert from MISER, has stated

48 13 U.S.C. 5141(a). Responsibility for carrying out the census
is given by statute to the Secretary of Commerce, who is

empowered to delegate the conduct of the census to the Bureau of

the Census. 13 U.S.C. §4.

49 These figures are further discussed below at 58 64.

50 In fact, many states use the federal decennial census for
internal redistricting. Only Massachusetts mandates the conduct

of a state decennial census for redistricting at the state
See. Comm'n Doc. 2, Appendix, p. !•
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that he considers the 1980 federal census to be accurate (Comm’n

Doc. 39, p. 2). Further, Mr. Ganz, the City's demographic expert

from the BRA, testified that he accepted the 1980 federal census

as accurate after he received materials from the Census Bureau in

1983 explaining the count (Comm'n Doc. 32, p. 51). The

Secretary's official position, as stated by Mr. David Sullivan

is that the 1980 federal census is accurate (Comm'n Doc. 48, p.

25).

980 federal census was raised byle only challe e

the City, relying upon allegations contained in a lawsuit filed

in 1980 which alleged an undercount of Boston's populat

approximately 12% (or 80,000 pers ns). 51 Counsel for the Ci

testified that the litigation was still pending in federal court

(Comm'n Doc. 48, pp. 23-24); the Secretary's counsel testified

ce is not currently pursuing thethat the Attorney General's office is not currently pur

litigation, and that no action had been taken on the case for

several years (Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 115-116). 52

51 See Complaint, C Massachusetts, et a
Klutznick, e 8

51 Testimony before the Commission (Comm'n Doc. 32, p. 22)e the

at the action has been consolidated with a number ofca
ed States District Courtactions and tra

Ma 980 Decennial Census Adjustment

Mult. Lit. 1981). As50
ated that (Comm'n Doc. 32the status of the case, Mr. Sullivan stated that

pp.

Much has been made about litigation that has been brought
y to challenge theimmonw

[No]procedures used in the 1980 Federal census . . .
[N<

at litiga
several years. I base that on a conversation last we
with Assistant Attorney C 1 William Pardy, who i

al's Government Bureau whmember of the Attorney Gene
currently has that case. And Mr. Pardy told me, and I am

re he will be willing ell counsel to the Comm
m pursued. This case is now,
Maryland and neither the City
empted to pursue that

that no proceedings have be
believe, in the District of
nor the Commonwealth has at pursue tha
litigation in any significant respect for several year

On behalf of the City, Mr. Wallis stated regarding the pendency

action a
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Based on the information before it, the Commission believes

that the 1980 federal census is accurate. First, the consensus
of population experts, including the City's expert, supports this

conclusion. Second, the mere pendency of a lawsuit challenging

the accuracy of the federal census is not sufficient to discredit

it. 53 Third, in its lawsuit, the City alleges that its 1980

population was over 640,000, yet now claims that its population

in 1985 was 620,889. None of the City's extrinsic data from the

BRA or other sources supports a population decline of 20,000

persons between 1980 and 1985 I See Comm’n Doc. 80, Exh. 4). All

information before the Commission indicates that the population

of Boston has increased between 1980 and 1985. Accordingly, the

Commission accepts the 1980 federal census data as a reliable

benchmark for determining the population of Boston in 1985. 54

iRA Household Survey D.

The second stage of the bottora-up methodology is to adjust

for population change since 1980 by using household survey data.

of the action (Comm'n Doc. 48, pp. 23-24) that

If you are asking me is it something that on a daily basis
there are lawyers rushing to Court with motions and briefs,
the answer to that is no. But, nor is it something that
any of the parties have said to the Court, our position has
changed.

53 see Latino Political Action Committee v. City of Boston, 568
F. Supp. 1012, 1018 (D. Mass. 1983) ("Defendant contends that the
federal census is not accurate, and bases this contention on the
fact that the federal census is presently under attack in various
federal courts throughout the country, including the
Massachusetts Court. To date there has been no successful legal
challenge of the 1980 federal census. [Citations omitted].
Although Boston is challenging the more recent federal census in

court, the filing and mere pendency of a lawsuit proves nothing.
The federal census is presumed accurate until proven otherwise. )

54 The commission did not use the federal estimates for 1982 and
1984 as the basis for its bottom-up methodology for several
reasons. First, as discussed above at p. 52, the Census Bureau

is currently revising some of its population estimates to improve

its tracking of migration. Second, as Mr. Ganz pointed out, e

Census Bureau estimates are slow to take population trends into
account (Comm'n Doc. 32, pp. 42-43).
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Such data is available to the Commission because the BRA

conducted household surveys in both 1980 and 1985 (Comm'n Doc. 85

Exh. 6,7). The methodologies for both surveys were

substantially similar. In each year, the survey was conducted by

the Center for Survey Research at the University of

Massachusetts. The 1980 housing survey was conducted in late

winter and spring of 1980. The households interviewed were

chosen by a two-stage sampling process that gave each housing

unit a one in 125 chance of being selected for the survey (Comm’m

Doc. 85, Exh. 6, p. 57). Of the 1,967 housing units selected to

be interviewed, 1,701 units were eligible to participate.ss The

response rate in the survey was 78% (Comm'n Doc. 85, Exh. 6, p.

58). The 1985 survey was conducted in late winter and spring of

1985. The households interviewed were chosen by a two-stage

sampling process that gave each housing unit in Boston a one in

120 chance of being chosen for the survey (Comm'n Doc. 85, Exh.

7A, App. B, p. 6). Of 2,064 addresses selected, the number of

eligible occupied units was 1,835. Of the interviews conducted,

the response rate was 76.3% (Comm'n Doc. 85, Exh. 7A, App. B, p.

6). On the basis of professional analysis of the survey results,

population and housing data was compiled for the City as a whole.

The Commission recognizes the inherent statistical errors i*

sample data. 56 Further, the Commission notes that group quarters

and homeless persons are not included in the BRA's survey sample

(Comm'n Doc. 85, Exh. 7A, p. 60). Nevertheless, the Commission

believes that the surveys were professionally conducted, and that

the BRA survey data is among the most reliable data available on

changes in housing and population. Moreover, much of the 1980

55 Certain units were ineligible because they were vacant or
unsuitable for other reasons.

56 In the case of the BRA Housing Surveys, the most crucial
statistical errors may arise from nonresponse and from sampling
error, which is the result of chance. See Comm'n Doc. 85, Exh.
7A, p. 60.
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BRA survey data is confirmed by the 1980 federal census (Comm'n

Doc. 32, pp. 51-52). Where BRA data is inconsistent with more

accurate data, such as the federal 1980 census, the Commission

has either used the 1980 federal data, or corrected for any

discernible statistical bias in the survey.

By utilizing a bottom-up methodology based on federal census
data and BRA housing data, the Commission has come to the

conclusions set forth below.

The Commission's Specific Findings

1. The Commission concludes that the total number of

housing units in 1985 in the City of Boston was 249.197. This

number was derived from the BRA's 1985 housing inventory study,

(Comm'n Doc. 7, Exh. H, p. 1 and tables) which used as a basis

the 1980 Census Bureau's number of 241,444 total housing units

and added to that number new construction (5,570 units) and

conversions (4,441), and subtracting estimated demolition (1,960

units) (Comm'n Doc. 7, Exh. H tables). No data or testimony

before the Commission challenge this number, and all experts who

have made projections, including Dr. Masnick (Comm'n Doc. 40, p.

2) and Mr. Ganz (for the City) (Comm'n Doc. 80, Exh. 4, p. 2),

have utilized this number as a correct designation of total

housing units in the City.S'? The Commission, based on all

available evidence, finds the BRA's 1985 estimate of 249,197

housing units is accurate.

2. The Commission concludes that the correct gross vacancy

rate for the City of Boston in 1985 was 8.17%. The 1980 federal

census found a 9.5% gross vacancy rate (vacancies including units

7 m fact, Mr. Ganz testified that this number more likely
nderestiraates the actual number of housing units than

overestimates them, since converted group quarters would not be
eked up as additional housing units by BRA housing studies

(Comm'n Doc. 32, p. 72)
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that are boarded-up or abandoned) and a 7.5% net vacancy rate

(including only habitable units) in the City (Comm'n Doc. 80,

Exh. 3, tables, p. 3). The 1980 BRA survey found a 5.0% vacancy

rate. (Comm'n Doc. 85, Exh. 7A, p. 40). The record is not clear

net vacancy rate. Theas to whether this is a gross or

Commission will accept the proposition that the rate represents

net vacancies, as Mr. Ganz states on behalf of the City (Comm'n

Doc. 80, Exh. 3, p. 2). It is understood, however, that the 1985

BRA survey methodology produced a gross vacancy rate of 6.1% and

a net vacancy rate of 4.3% for Boston (Comm'n Doc. 80, Exh. 3,

tables, p. 1)

1980 federal census vacancy rateThe discrepancy between the

and the 1980 housing survey vacancy rate is largely the result of

sample bias in the BRA survey methodology. The extent of

statistical bias in the BRA survey in 1980 can be measured by

comparing the BRA's vacancy rate to the vacancy rate found by the

.ata, and computing a ratio.more accurate 1980 federal censu

id by the federal census wasSince the aca

y the BRA 1980 survey5%, and the net vacancy rate estimated by the

'as 5

used in its 1985BR a a

housing survey is substantially identical to the methodology used

igical attempts were made in 1985in the 1980

hat existedvacaeduce the sta

ids that athe 1980 survey

n the 198 e,ar sta

85, the net vacancy ratecalculate the gross vacancy rate for 1985, the net vacancy

,ecby RA )

statistical bias ratio found for 1980 (5.0%: 9.5% - 4.3%: 8.17%)

The gross vacancy rate of 8 ons i
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evidence suggesting a decline in vacancy rates in Boston between
1980 and 1985.

3. The Commission finds that the number of occupied housing

units in the City in 1985 was 228,838. Occupied housing units

are determined by multiplying the total number of housing units

by the gross vacancy rate. Incorporating the Commission's prior

findings of 249,197 total housing units and a gross vacancy rate

of 8.17%, there are a total of 228,838 occupied housing units.

This shows an increase in the number of occupied housing units

since 1980 (218,457) (Comm'n Doc. 38, Exh. IA, Table 1), and thus

is consistent with available extrinsic evidence.
4. The Commission finds that the average household size in

Boston was 2.41. The 1980 federal census found an average

household size (i.e., the mean number of persons in each occupied

housing unit citywide) of 2.40 (Comm'n Doc. 38, Exh. IA, Table

1). All evidence indicates that since 1980, the average

household size in Boston has remained relatively stable (Comm’n

Doc. 80, Exh. 4, p. 4; Comm'n Doc. 85, Exh. 78, p. 9). The 1985

BRA household survey measured an average household size of 2.45,

without accounting for sampling bias in the survey. 58 To adjust

for this bias, the Commission calculated weighted averages for

the survey respondents and nonrespondents. By assuming that

nonresponding households with a size of four persons or more were

proportional to responding households with four persons or more,

the weighted mean household size was calculated to be 2.41

(Comm'n Doc. 78). In a BRA estimate in the fall of 1985, Mr.

Ganz of the BRA estimated a 2.4 mean household size for 1985

58 The survey sample is slightly biased towards higher household
size, which accounts for the discrepancy. In the household
survey, a disproportionate percentage of nonrespondents to the
survey came from one-and two-person households, whereas a
disproportionate percentage of respondents to the survey came
from households of more than two persons (Comm'n Doc. 38, Exh.
IA, Table 5)

.
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(Comm'n Doc. 15, Exh. 16). Moreover, the report describing the

BRA housing survey findings estimated the average household size

to be 2.4, unchanged from 1980 (Comm'n Doc. 85, Exh. 78, p. 9)

This and other extrinsic evidence confirms the Commission's

finding. By multiplying the number of occupied housing units

d(228,838) by the average househo ze of 2.41, the household

population in 1985 was 551,50

5. The Commission finds the population in group quartercarters on

January 1. 1985 to be 48,894 e def quarters

eral cen b

ten or more unrelated persons (Comm'n Doc. 38, Exh. IA, p. 10)

The 1980 federal census counted 39,518 per quarters

Boston (Comm'n Doc. 77). The BRA household surveys do no

38, Exh. IA, o. 10). The BRAinclude group quarters (Comm'n Doc. 38, Exh. IA, p. 10). T

is currently conducting a group quarters survey, but the results

ete (Comm'n Doc. 38, Exh. ID)of that survey are e

‘he City's formal submission (Comm'n Doc. 6, p. 6) reported ala

87 O' matronpopulaa

sts that this number isprovide ,e City, howeve

not adhered to theCand hea

federal census definition of group quarters in arriving at itat

gure. 59

a revised submission, based on incomplete returns from

Ganz estimated that the actualiarters survey, Mrthe BRf

985 was 20% (Comm'n Doc. 80,group quarters increase for 1980-

Exh. 4, p. 5). The Commission was presented with no other

ividence tha populationE

for 1985 is not accurate. Thus, the Commission will accept Mr.

Ganz's estimate of an increase ir group q me

59 Apparently

discussed at 36-39.
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1980 o£ 8,096. When added to the group quarters count of the

1980 federal census (39,518), the group quarters population is

47,614.

The group quarters number should also include homeless

persons living in shelters. ®0 Both the Massachusetts

s census instructions provide thatConstitution and the Secretary

the homeless should be counted Mr. McElligott testifed that the

City did not include, in its census count, homeless shelters

except the Pine Street Inn and Long Island Hospital (Comm'n Doc.

31, p. 95). On September 30, 1986, the City conducted a census
of the homeless, which counted a total homeless population in

Boston of 2,863 (Comm'n Doc. 35).8y deducting the number of

homeless persons found in Pine Street Inn (522) and Long Island

®0 The Massachusetts Constitution, Art. 101, §l, as amended by
Art. 109, provides that "every person shall be considered an
inhabitant of the city or town of his usual place of residence in
accordance with standards used by the United States from time to
time in conducting the federal census . . . subject to such
exceptions as the general court may provide by law." Standards
for the federal census are set by the Census Bureau, which has
traditionally sought to count not only those persons whose usual
place of residence is within a particular state on the census
date, but also those persons present in the state who have no
usual place of residence. See Borough of Bethel Park v. Stans,

449 F.2d 575, 578 (3d Cir. 1971). Moreover, M.G.L. c.9, §7
provides that the state decennial census shall be compiled and
reported "in accordance with (the Secretary's] instructions."
The Secretary's Census Supervisor Manual (Comm'n Doc. 16), page
2, states that "(p]ersons without a usual place of residence . .

. should be counted where they happened to be staying," and the
Secretary's Instructions to Census Takers (Comm'n Doc. 16), page
6, directs enumerators to "(clount as inhabitants all persons you
find in your area who have no other place they consider home.
Persons in construction camps, missions, one-night lodging
houses, campsites, etc., who have no other place they consider
home, should be counted where you find them." Therefore, both
the standards used for conducting the federal census and the
instructions established by the Secretary for the state decennial
census require that the homeless be counted where they are found.

61 It is impossible for the Commission to determine whether any
change in the homeless population occurred between January 1,
1985 (census day) and the census of the homeless on September 30,
1985. Thus, the Commission will assume that the number of
homeless persons counted in September 1986 is the same number who
would have been counted on January 1, 1985.
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Hospital {360)62 i n (-he census of he homeless, the Commission

nds that there are 1,98 persons on the street and

shelters. The 701 homeless pe counted on the stree

census of the homeless will be c ted separately. This leaves

1,280 uncounted homeless in she s. Thus, the total groupe

quarters population, including the homeless in shelters, is

48,894.

6. The Commission finds that the census should include 701

homeless persons not in shelters The City has stated that it

did not include in its January 1, 1985 census count any homeless

31, p. 95). The only dataDocpersons on the street (

available on the number of homeless on the streets is the City's

count of the homeless described above (Comm'n Doc. 35). The

Commission has reviewed Ms. Tracy's testimony and the procedures

she used The Commission accepts as'Untrng the homeless

reasonable Ms. Tracy's count of 701 homeless persons as

inhabitants of the

f

a 6.8

89

d size by ths number by

number of occupied housing units in the City, then adding the

findsCommgroup qua lea

data availabthat th

62 Mr. HcElligot
Long Island Hosp

y "permanent patients" ae
n the 1985 city census (Comm'n

Doc. 31, p. 95). It is unclear whether the 360 persons counted
at Long Island Hospital in the 1986 census of the home
(Comm'n Doc. 35) are "permanent patients" or others. In anyanent pa

case, the City reportedly counted 768 homeless persons at Pinee

Street Inn in the 1985 decennial census (Comm'n Doc. 76), a
number in excess of the homeless at Pine Street Inn counted ir
the census of the homeless (522). Accordingly, for consistenc
the Commission has assumed that the Pine Street Inn and
Island Hospital homeless were accounted for in the 1985 C
census
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to the Commission. It should be emphasized that this population

figure does not replace the City's census, but rather, it

measures the extent of the City's overcount in conducting the

1985 census. The Commission believes, based on all available

evidence, that this is the correctly enumerated population of the

City of Boston on January 1, 1985.

The Massachusetts Constitution requires that the decennial

census for each city and town be reported by wards and

precincts. 63 The City has 22 wards and 252 precincts (see Comm'n

Doc. 81). The Commission recognizes the complexity and

difficulty of accounting for the population of each subdivision

of the City. While the statute establishing the Commission does

not explicitly state that the Commission must report the census

count for each of the City's wards and precincts, the Commission

believes that such a report is incumbent upon the Commission to

fulfill its mandate to "determine and verify," and that not to do

so would leave the City, the Secretary and the General Court with

an incomplete and unusable census count.

The 1980 federal census was not compiled by ward and

precinct. To determine the proper allocation of population to

each ward and precinct, the Commission has relied in part upon

the allocation of the 1980 federal census population to wards and

precincts used by the federal district court in Latino Political

Action Committee v. City of 805t0n.64 jn Latino, the Court was

presented with a BRA report of the breakdown of the 1980 federal

census by ward and precinct (Comm’n Doc. 23, Table C). The BRA

report's allocation was based upon census tract data compiled by

the Census Bureau in the 1980 census. As this BRA report is the

Mass. Const. Art. 101, SI
64 568 F.Supp. 1012, 1015 (D. Mass. 1983)

E. ALLOCATION OF THE CITY POPULATION TO WARDS AND PRECINCTS
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only ward and precinct allocation based on the 1980 census, and

as it was relied upon by the United States District Court for

Massachusetts, the Commission also relies on it.

To account for population shifts since 1980, the Commission

considered a comparison of BRA housing survey data measuring

growth for each of the 16 BRA planning districts between 1980 and

985. After accounting for geographic differences between the

BRA planning districts and the wards, the growth in population

measured in each ward between 1980 and 1985 would be allocated to

each precinct according to the proportion which its population

bore to the total ward's population. Group quarters counts would

then be included in the appropriate wards and precincts. The

the sample size for theCommission decided, however, that

household survey for each planning district was too small for a

atistically accurate ward and precinct breakdown. While thWhile the

BRA surveys measure citywide housing patterns accurately, they

lack accura iea

f'he sus e

detailed purposes, and the sample size within each district is

not large enough to ensure accuracy in measuring population

een s

The Commission has decided that the most appropriate method

for determining the number of inhabitantants in each of the City

22 wards is to measure the percentage of growth in each of thepercentag

wards between 1980 and 1985. On the basis of this percentage•ercentag

change, the amount of the City's overall growth between 1980 an

1985 will be allocated according to each ward's percentage

increase (or decrease) between 1980 and 1985, based on the City'y

1985 census retu

las calculat ed the correct ceThe Commiss •pula

for the City on January 1, 1985 >e 601,095. This is an
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bverall increase over the 1980 federal census of approximately
65% of the increase measured by the City. Thus, to allocate the

growth to each ward, the measured percentage change in the ward's
population between the 1980 Latino population allocation and the
1985 City census count is multiplied by 65% of the City's

reported growth in its census return. This calculation is then

made for each ward. The resulting, allocations for each ward are

set forth in Appendix E.

The Commission has determined that the percentage change in

the precinct counts reported in the 1985 City census, unlike the

ward counts, are not reliable. Unlike the ward counts, which are

large enough to demonstrate relative growth propensity, even very

slight undercounts and overcounts have a substantial effect on

precinct populations. The Secretary's internal audit

demonstrated precinct over and undercounts of hundreds of

persons. The Commission has, therefore, decided to assign the

growth rate within each ward equally to each of its precincts.

Each precinct's share of the computed ward population growth is

proportional to the 1980 federal census precinct counts as

determined in Latino. The precinct totals are included in

Appendix E.

V

Although the Commission's mandate relates only to the

census count of the City of Boston, the Commission would like to

point out that it is difficult to obtain a just apportionment of

senatorial and representative districts in Massachusetts unless

the population counts of each city and town are taken and

reviewed uniformly, according to the same standards. The

Massachusetts decennial census is required to be conducted

RECOMMENDATION
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according to the uniform guidelines set by the Secretary, but the

actual headcounts and tabulation of inhabitants are conducted by

each city and town, who use their own employees to take the

census'.

Indeed, the founding fathers of the nation recognized the

need for uniform standards in conducting the census for proper

apportionment of congressional districts. They considered the

establishement of a federal census bureau to conduct the

decennial census as a necessity to assure fairness in allocating

the number of congressional districts among the states, and to

avoid any parochialism in the taking of a census. Centralized

quality control mechanisms must be internalized in the census

process for the census results to be verifiable. The discretion

of the Secretary to reject the census, or indeed, the authority

of this Commission to determine and verify the census, is no

substitute for a professional agency like the United States

Census Bureau to monitor statewide compliance with of the census

process. When supervision is lacking, a lack of uniformity is

virtually certain to occur. In 1985, it was the City of Boston's

that the Secretary refused to verify; in 1995, it could be any

municipality in the Commonwealth.

The Commission notes that Massachusetts is currently the

only state that conducts its own census. For the Massachusetts

count to be accurate, the Boston count must be accurate, just as

all 350 other counts must be accurate. The odds against uniform

accuracy are substantial. Even the best designed census is only

as accurate as the manner in which it is executed. Any weak link

in the census process raises questions concerning the reliability

of the results. The Commission believes that weak links may well

be endemic to a Massachusetts“3tyle census.

As noted earlier, while the execution of the federal census
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process is not flawless, the federal census has numerous inherent
advantages over the Massachusetts decennial census. First, the
federal census is designed and supervised by a full-time,

professional bureau whose main function is to design, execute and

analyze census counts. Second, the Census Bureau applies uniform

national standards to its census process, minimizing the

possibility of dissimilar methods of counting and

disproportionate reporting of results. Third, the Bureau

continually reviews its census procedures and modifies its

methodologies, and thereby learns from prior mistakes in its

processes. Fourth, the Census Bureau prepares regular estimates

based on its decennial census for the intervening years,

permitting it to keep track of population trends and improve the

accuracy of future decennial censuses.

Based upon its experience in examining the City's census

process and undertaking to determine and verify the City's

census, the Commission unanimously and strongly urges that the

state decennial census be abolished and that the federal census

be used as the basis for redistricting. We recommend that the

leneral Court begin the process of amending the state

constitution to allow for the use of the federal decennial census

for future redistricting.® s

65 If such a change does take place, careful consideration will
need to be given to the compilation of accurate street and voting

lists, and the application of federal census tract data to
determining wards and precincts at the local level.
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/s/Tunney F. Lee
Tunney F. Lee

/s/Philip L. Cla
Philip L. Clay

/s/John W. Delaney
John W. Delaney

/s/Paul Guzzi
Paul Guzzi

/s/Eunice P. Howe
Eunice P. Howe
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MASSACHUSETTS CONSTITUTION
AMENDED ARTICLE 101,

SECTION 1

Art. Cl. SECTION I. In the year nineteen hundred and

seventy-five and every tenth year thereafter a census of the

inhabitants of each city and town shall be taken. For purposes

of said census every person shall be considered an inhabitant of

the city or town of his usual place of residence in accordance

with standards used by the United States from time to time in

conducting the federal census required by Section 2 of Article I

of the Constitution of the United States subject to such

exceptions as the general court may provide by law. Said census

shall specify the number of inhabitants of each precinct of each

town and of each precinct and ward of each city. Said census

shall be the basis for determining the representative districts

for the ten year period beginning with the first Wednesday in the

fourth January following the taking of said census; provided that

such districts as established based on the census in the year

nineteen hundred and seventy-one shall terminate on the first

Wednesday in January in the year nineteen hundred and seventy-

nine .

The House of Representatives shall consist of one hundred

and sixty members. The General Court shall, at its first regular

session after the year in which said census was taken, divide the

Commonwealth into one hundred and sixty representative districts

of contiguous territory so that each representative will

represent an equal number of inhabitants, as nearly as may be;

and such districts shall be formed, as nearly as may be, without

uniting two counties or parts of two or more counties, two towns

APPENDIX A
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or parts of two or more towns, two cities or parts of two or more

cities, or a city and a town, or parts of cities and towns, into

one district. Such districts shall also be so formed that no

town containing less than twenty-five hundred inhabitants

according to said census shall be divided. The General Court may

by law limit the time within which judicial proceedings may be

instituted calling in question any such division. Every

representative, for one year at least immediately preceding his

election, shall have been an inhabitant of the district for which

epresent such district when he

if the Commonwealth. The manner

he is chosen and shall cease to

shall cease to be an inhabitant

of calling and conducting the elections for the choice of

representatives, and of ascertaining their election, shall be

prescribed by law.
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In the year nineteen hundred and seventy-five and every

tenth year thereafter, the selectmen of each town, the city

manager of each city having a council-manager form of city

government, and the mayor of every other city, shall appoint a

municipal census supervisor, who may be the clerk or some other

employee of said city or town, and shall cause a census to be

made, under the direction of said municipal census supervisor, of

the inhabitants of said city or town residing therein on the

state decennial census day. Said day shall be March first in the

year nineteen hundred and seventy-five, and January first every

tenth year thereafter. Such census shall be compiled and

reported upon forms provided by the secretary and in accordance

with his instructions, and shall be returned to him under oath by

the selectmen of such town, or the city manager or mayor

aforesaid of such city, as the case may be, on or before November

first following, specifying the number of inhabitants residing in

each precinct of such town and in each precinct and ward of such

city. The aforesaid precincts in towns, and precincts and wards

in cities, in respect to which said census is taken, shall be

those existing on the state decennial census day; provided,

however, that if new precincts shall be established in any town,

or new precincts or wards shall be established in any city, under

authority of chapter fifty-four subsequent to the state decennial

census day but not later than October fifteenth immediately

following in the year in which the aforesaid census is taken, the

selectmen of such town, or the city manager or mayor of such

APPENDIX B

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL LAWS
CHAPTER 9, SECTION 7
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city, shall cause the aforesaid census in their respective town

or city to be rearranged, compiled and reported to the secretary,

as aforesaid, on the basis of the newly established precincts and

wards, as the case may be.

In making such census, there shall be available to the

selectmen of such town, and to the city manager or mayor

aforesaid of such city, the services and facilities of the

registrars of voters or board functioning as such, the police,

and such other municipal departments as may serve under the

supervision and control of said selectmen, city manager, or

mayor, as the case may be.

The secretary may in his discretion verify any such census

reported to him hereunder, in such manner as he deems advisable.

For this purpose, he may inspect the records of any city or town

and call upon the mayor, city manager, selectmen, or municipal

census supervisor thereof for s'

desires. If he shall find that

him by a city or town has not b

contains significant errors, he

ich further information as he

any census return submitted to

:en submitted in proper form or

may refuse to accept the same,

and, in the event of such refusal, he shall return the same to

the selectmen of the town or to the city manager or mayor of the

If such correction is no

>er first of said year th

city of origin for correction,

submitted and accepted by Nove

governor shall appoint a decen n, hereinaftercral c

called the commission. Said commission shall consist of five

members one of whom shall be designated as chairman. No more

on shall be of the same major

members shall be of the other

than three members of the commiss

political party and the other two

major political party. The membe

without compensation but shall be

s of the commission shall serve

reimbursed for their expenses
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actually and necessarily incurred in the discharge of their
official duties. The commission shall examine the original
submission and may inspect the records of any city or town and
call upon the mayor, city manager, selectmen or municipal census
supervisor thereof for such further information as it desires.

The commission shall determine and verify the census for such

city or town which then shall be accepted by the secretary. No

city or town shall be entitled to reimbursement under section

seven A of this chapter until its census return hereunder shall

have been accepted by the secretary.

From the returns so made and accepted, with such amendments

as the secretary may find necessary to correct any errors or

omissions therein, the secretary shall compile the census of

inhabitants of each city and town required by Article Cl of the

Articles of Amendment to the Constitution, shall submit the

result thereof to the general court by filing the same with the

clerk of the house of representatives as soon as possible

thereafter and may publish the results thereof in such form as he

may determine.
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Decennial Census Commission

Log of Documents Received

Date Rec'd Document Description Document No

2/11/87 Letter from David E. Sullivan
to Chairman Lee. Dated 2/11/87. 1

2/12/87 Letter from Senator John A.
Brennan, Jr. Dated: 2/12/87. 2

2/18/87 Memorandum from Chairman Tunney
Lee to File re: Notes on Meeting
of 2/17/87. 3

2/24/87 Memorandum from Commissioner Phil
Clay re: Contact with 0. S. Census
Bureau. 4

2/26/87 Memorandum from Commissioner Paul
Guzzi to File re: Notes on Meeting
of 2/26/87. 5

3/5/87 Volume I: Submission of the
City of Boston. 6

3/5/87 Volume II: Submission of the
City of Boston (Exhibits A-K). 7

3/5/87 Volume III: Submission of the
City of Boston (Exhibits L-T). 8

3/5/87 Memorandum from Deputy Secretary
of State Joseph Ricca re: Race
and Language Questions. Dated:
9/5/85. 9

3/5/87 Race and Language Report Forms,
City of Boston. 10

Race and Language Report
Printout, City of Boston.

3/5/87
11

Letter from Secretary of State
Michael Connolly to Robert
MacQueen, Clerk of House of
Representatives. Dated: 2/25/87.

3/5/87

12

APPENDIX C
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3/9/87 Letter of David Sullivan to
Chairman Lee. Dated: 3/9/87. 13

3/9/87 Volume I, Submission of Michael
Connolly, Secretary of the
Commonwealth. 14

3/9/87 Volume 11, Submission of Michael
Connolly, Secretary of the
Commonwealth (appendix). 15

3/9/87 Secretary of State's Census Supervisor
Manual, Guide for Training Census Takers
Instructions for Census Takers, and
1985 Official State Census Reporting
Package. 16

3/11/87 Letter from Albert W. Wallis, City of
Boston Law Department to Chairman Lee.
Dated: 3/11/87. 17

3/12/87 Memorandum of Commissioner Howe re:
Notes of Meeting of 3/5/87. 18

3/12/87 Letter of Martha Barlai-Korach to David
Sullivan, with attachments.
Dated: 1/17/87. 19

3/12/87 Sign-up List and Notes of Commission
Meeting of 3/5/87. 20

3/12/87 City of Boston's General Instructions to
Census Takers. 21

3/12/87 Population Statistics from State Data
Center, Massachusetts Institute for
Social and Economic Research.

22Dated: 11/20/86.

3/12/87 Gaps in Representative Democracy:
Report by Hispanic Office of Planning
and Evaluation (Sept. 1983). 23

Sign-up List of Commission Meeting of
3/12/87.

3/12/87
24

25Letter from Albert W. Wallis to
Chairman Lee. Dated: 3/16/87.

3/16/87

3/18/87 Sign-up List of Commission Meeting
of 3/18/87. 26

Boston's Population 1985: Submission
of Alexander Ganz, Boston Redevelopment
Authority.

3/18/87
27
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3/18/87 Submission of Massachusetts
Republican State Committee. 28

3/18/87 Boston Population Data: Supplement
to Submission of Massachusetts
Republican State Committee. 29

3/20/87 Supplementary Submission of Secretaryof the Commonwealth. Dated: 3/20/87. 30
3/25/87 Transcript of Proceedings before

Decennial Census Commission. Hearina
of 3/12/87. y

31
3/25/87 Transcript of Proceedings before

Decennial Census Commission.
Hearing of 3/18/87. 32

3/25/87 Memorandum of Stephen W. Kidder to
Chairman Lee re: Use of State Census
Figures for Assistance Programs.
Dated: 2/25/87. 33

3/25/87 Column 8 Analysis: Submission of Allan
K. Stern,.City of Boston ManagementInformation Systems. Dated: 3/25/87. 34

3/25/87 Methodology for September 30, 1986
Census of the Homeless. 35

3/25/87 Letter of State
William Galvin

Representative
o Chairman Lee.Galvin

Dated: 3/25/87 36
3/25/87 Sign-up List fo

of 3/25/87.
Commission Meeting

37

3/26/87 Supplementary Sl bmission of City of
38

3/27/87 Memorandum FMemorandum from Stephen P. Coelen
uavid Sulliv e: Allocation

3/24/8 39

3/30/87 Memorandum from George Masnick tfrom George Ma
the C
Dated: 3/27/8 40

3/31/87 Me F

MaDc i 41
4/1/87 Memorandum from George Masnick to theF

Commission re: Census Bureau Population- .
wwuouo UUJ.CCXU rupuidliUllEstimates. Dated: 3/30/87. 42

4/,2Z87 List of Commission meetings schedule
for April.

on meeting
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4/3/87 Memorandum of Tim Caron to Barry White re
Inspection of City Census Cards.
Dated: 3/20/87. 44

4/4/87 Memorandum of Tim Caron to Barry White
re: Review of Secretary's Audit Records.
Dated: 3/25/87. 45

4/9/87 Transcript of Proceedings Before Decennial
Census Commission. Hearing of 3/25/87. 46

4/16/87 Memorandum from Stephen P. Coelen to
Tunney F. Lee re: Addendum to his report
of March 31, 1987. Dated: 4/14/87. 47

4/20/87 Transcript of Proceedings Before Decennial
Census Commission. Hearing of 4/9/87. 48

4/20/87 Materials from United States Bureau of the
Census.

-Letter from Sherry Courtland, Bureau of
the Census, to Chairman Lee.

49

Dated: 3/24/87.

-Enclosure I: Specific Items Relating to
Undercount. 50

-Enclosure II; Specific Items Relating to
Population Estimates. 51

-Coverage of National Population in the
1980 Census by Age, Sex and Race. 52

-Revised Demographic Estimates of the
Coverage of the Population by Age, Sex and
Race (April 8,198S). 53

54-Coverage of the 1980 Census (1933).

-Estimates of Undercount in the 1980
Census (1984). 55

-Statement of Barbara Bailor before
House Subcommittee on Ceisus and Population
(April 5, 1984). 56

-Statement of Barbara Bailar before House
Subcommittee on Census and -’opulation
July 24, 1986.

-Missing Data Problems in Coverage
Evaluation Studies (1983). 58

-Estimating Coverage of 1980 United States
Census (1980 } .

59
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-Effect of Data Errors and Census Undercount
on General Revenue Sharing Allocations
(May 1984). 60

-Some Coverage Error Models for Census Data
(June 1986). 61

-Effects of Population Adjustment on
Allocations of Three Government Programs
(1985) . 62

-Implications of 1980 PEP for Future
Census Coverage Evaluation (1985). 63

-Small Area Adjustment Methodologies
Applied to the 1980 Census (1983). 64

-Census Experimental Match Studies
(1983) . 65

-Population and Per Capita Money Income
Estimates for Local Areas. 56

-Specification for July 1, 1984 Subcount
Population Estimates Methodology
(December 12, 1984). 67

-Northeast: 1984 Population and 1983 Per
Capita Income Estimates for Counties and
Incorporated Places. 68

-Institutional and College Populations for
1983 (December 28, 1983). 69

-Provisional Estimates
Counties: July 1, 1984

lates of the Population of
70

-Derivation of July
Estimate for Boston

982 Popula
i

-Derivation of July
Estimate for Boston

984 Population
72

-Evaluation of 1980
Estimates.

bcounty Population
73

-Evaluation of Populat
Procedures for Countie

ion Estimation
980 74

4/20/87 Letter from Richard A. Manley, President
of Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation, to
Chairman Lee. Dated: 3/20/873/20/87 75

4/20/87 Letter from Stephen H. Clark, City of
Boston, to Barry White, Esq.
Dated: 4/17/87 76
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4/20/87 Addendum to Submission of Alexander Ganz,
Boston Redevelopment Authority. 77

4/22/87 Memorandum from George Masnick to the
Commission re: Additional Information
on Household Size. Dated: 4/22/87. 78

4/23/87 Letter from Albert W. Wallis to Chairman
Lee re: George Masnick. Dated: 4/16/87. 79

4/23/87 Supplementary Submission of City of Boston
Dated: 4/23/87. 80

4/24/87 Map of Boston Wards and Precincts from
Rep. William Galvin's office. 81

4/27/87 Transcript of Proceedings Before Decennial
Census Commission. Hearing of 4/16/87. 82

4/29/87 Memorandum to Decennial Census Commission
from George Masnick re: response to A. Wallis
letter dated 4/16/87 and A. Ganz memo dated
4/22/87. Dated: 4/28/87. 83

5/4/87 Memorandum to A. Wallis from J. McManus re
1985 Census. Dated: 5/4/87. 84

5/5/87 Supplemental Submission of City of Boston
re: BRA materials. Dated: 5/4/87. 85

5/6/87 Brief and Findings of Fact of City of
Boston. 86

5/6/87 Letter from S. Clark to B. White re;

Secretary's Standards of Verification.
Dated: 5/6/87. 87

5/11/87 Letter from A. Wallis to B. White re:
Commission experts. Dated: 5/11/87. 88

5/11/87 Letter from J. H. Powers, Legislative
Research Bureau, to B. White re: 1985
census. Dated: 5/11/87. 89

Letter from B. White to A. Wallis re:
Meeting of Experts. Dated: 5/11/87.

5/11/87
90

Letter from B. White To A. Wallis re:
Meeting of Experts. Dated: 5/14/87.

5/14/87
91

Letter from A. Wallis to B. White re:
clarification. Dated: 5/15/87.

5/15/87
92
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Step *

1. Final 1984 Master Resident List, this
Includes Ist and End supplementary
voting lists (Dec. 1 984 ) {+ ) 492,204

2. Subtracting 1984 final deads, moves out
of City Final 1984 file
(Dec. 1 984 ) (-) 4,670

3. Add in school children (public S private)
new births 1980-1984 (Jan. 1985) and
Housi nq Au t hTrTTy ~re s i de“n ts ‘

(+ ) 132,184

FILE 619,718

4. Select off all multiples (Dec. 198 4 and
98an. 1 985 ) (-) 54 . 547

5. Final master Resident File used to
print Listing Cards by surname, by
street address (Jan. 1 985 ) 565 ,17 1

6. Inhabitants not found by enumerators
Deletes) (-) 78,143

7. New inhabitants listed by enumerators
(News) (+ ) 102.758

589,786
8. New multiple inhabitants listed by

enumerators (News
Verified as same multiple

inhabitants (1984 final) (Keeps). . . (+) 49,877

SUBTOTAL 639,663

9. Duplicates deleted from file (-) 12,044

627,619
10. Deletion of additional residents

deaths, supplementary registration,
and move s ( - ) 6,730

TAL 620,889

yr\: Sutr XT

OVERVIEW OF THE CITY OF BOSTON'S 1985 CENSUS PROCESS

APPENDIX D

TABLE I
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1

2

3

1985
COMMISSION

PRECINCT DETERMINATIONWARD

1 2,590
2 2 f 763

1 2,115 A
E S,SO4
3 3,47^ 3 931

4 3,2151,572
5 E,4015 E , 9 13

6 E,39E
7 E, 83'+
8 E,780
9 E,309

6 3,194
7 3,130
8 4,411
9 9,198

10 3,79010 1,995
30,52911 3,193

IE SjE3H
1 5,616
2 3,578
3 3,933
9 3,298
5 3,083
6 3,515
7 3,699
8 9,012
9 5,906

tr13 3 j 341
l i\ 1,53E

39,286

1,9521
2 2,296

2,110
9
5

E, 168
S, 169
3»339
1,6E9

10 5,3016
n 90,392

15,159
1 1,646
e i,9ii
3 1,595
4 1,563
5 1,657

6
4,7581

2
3

E, ISO
E , 01.1
E, IS3H

6 E ?06EA- j 837nr
uj

1,9953,3106
3 23 ? 36br 7

9 2,0555,0968
16,69928,070

APPENDIX E
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I
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£

3

1 1,90S
1,875£ £, '+79
£, 5093,183
E,43S9 £,551 9

crU E, 4995 1,97E
1,3336 £,£59 6

8j 10 1£, 330
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9 E,056
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5 8,189
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9
1E,175

1,99S
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E
3
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9 1 i &U315,5£5
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6 2,0761

£
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E , 050
E, 9E6
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93,0509
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17 , 7882,^5^6

*7 3,337/

8 E,995
9 2,802

E 1,615

18,853

1,790
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15

16

1 5,035171 9, 237
E 1,567E 3,61 S

3 E,350
4 S,E9B

3 3,010
9 E,7OS
5 1,9555 1,91 S
6 1,8E76 1,69E

7 E,086
8 1,800
9 E,390

7 1,135
8 5,090
9 1,1831 , 183

10 £,997
11 9 SO

10 S, IE3
9 SO1,50511

IE 1,598989IE
13 1,6681,51313
19 1,6591,96614

1 3,330
S E,657
3 E,BSB

18E , 830
1,898
1 ,299

1

3
9 4 3,054

5 2,426
6 2,810
7 2,174
8 3 ? 227

331
p crgo

989n

1 i 77d
1,736
1,778

o
9 9 1,813

10 3,187
11 I,9SE
IE E,E79
13 1,195
14 1,308

18,175

h cr cr -~i1 n JJO1
1,208S

E , 167
15 E ?091
16 E,334
17 E j 570
IB Eh EGI
19 3-080
20 3,181
El 3,054

E, 1759
cr E, 3S<+

£,B^B6
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1,9558
9 E, 539

E, EB5
E, 359

10
EE E,533
23 E,OSO

11
IE 1,9E6

57,393E 5,599

E 5,78330,978
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